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Abstract
Drawing on an online professional development modular course that addressed critical approaches to the issues of race, immigration, English Language Learners (ELLs)/Emerging Bilinguals (EBs), and gender and sexual orientation, this paper reports teachers’ perceptions on gender stereotypes in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education. In particular, building on the course readings, we discuss teachers’ emergent approaches to address gender stereotypes in teaching practice that improve girls' participation in STEM fields. Data is collected from a pre-course survey and teachers’ discussions during the course. Centering on the course readings from theoretical and empirical research that address gender issues, discussion prompts were used to elicit teachers’ insights on gender stereotypes in education. A thematic analysis method was then employed to discuss strategies for challenging gender stereotypes in teaching practice from teachers’ discussion posts. Teachers recognize that gender stereotypes have been embedded in the social norms that influence teachers’ practice in an underlying way. Three promising strategies are identified to address gender stereotypes in STEM education, including integrating role models into the curriculum, developing a growth mindset, and promoting justice classroom discourse. We also discussed ways to support teachers in addressing gender stereotypes in their practices.
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According to the National Center for Educational Statistics (2019), women earned less than 43% of bachelor’s degrees in mathematics and statistics in 2016. Women’s share of bachelor’s degrees in computer sciences, engineering, and physical sciences were 19%, 21%, and 19%, respectively. However, the trend is different in psychology, biological sciences, and social
In psychology, women received around 75% of degrees at all degree levels—bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degrees. In biological sciences, women received more than half of the degrees at each level. In the fields of social sciences, women earned more than half of their bachelor’s degrees. Although women are generally underrepresented in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields, they are undoubtedly underrepresented in traditionally male-dominated STEM fields (Ceci et al., 2014). Though overt gender bias is waning in K-12 educational contexts, underlying negative messaging persists concerning the fallacy of females’ inferior mathematics and science skills and continues to influence assumptions about girls in STEM careers (Dou & Cian, 2022; Hill et al., 2010; Master, 2021). Gender stereotypes negatively impact teachers’ expectations and evaluations of their students in the classroom, which determine the external support students receive from teachers (e.g., Alan et al., 2018). Thus, teachers play an important role in shaping students’ beliefs about gender implications and norms.

Increasing teachers’ awareness of gender stereotypes through professional development is an urgent need to promote gender equity in STEM fields and improve social justice in K-12 education (Kuchynka et al., 2022).

The authors (hereafter, “we”) designed and taught a Professional Development (PD) course for K-12 in-service teachers and educators across a Midwestern State to explore critical theory on race, immigration, English Language Learners (ELLs), and gender. In this study, we investigate teachers’ perceptions of gender stereotypes in STEM from the perceptions expressed in the PD course. We report our findings by analyzing teachers’ responses from pre-course surveys and structured discussions during the course. The survey data revealed that the majority of teachers clearly described the prevalent negative stereotypes about females in STEM. Some teachers used personal experiences as evidence to illustrate the stereotypes and other teachers shared counter perspectives aimed at reducing and addressing them. Building on the course readings, the discussion questions aimed to further teachers’ awareness of gender stereotypes in education and promote strategies to challenge and disrupt stereotypes in K-12 classrooms. We used a thematic analysis approach (Braun & Clarke, 2012) to interpret teachers’ responses. We reported teachers’ initial perspectives on gender role stereotypes in education and their perceptions of girls and women’s particular ways of learning. In addition, we identified three promising strategies to address gender stereotypes in STEM, including integrating role models into the curriculum, developing a growth mindset, and promoting justice in classroom discourse. Based on the findings from this study, we discuss practical classroom implications and suggestions for addressing gender bias in teachers’ development.

**Literature Review**

Stereotypes embodied in sociocultural influences play a part in shaping individual beliefs and motivation over time (e.g., Lubienski & Ganley, 2017). Individuals’ negative stereotypes of STEM are a predictor of their math/science self-efficacy, career interests, and goals (Garriott et al., 2017). Women’s free career selection might be influenced by underlying gender roles that expect women to be family oriented. Hill et al. (2010) warned that even individuals who consciously refute gender stereotypes can still hold that belief at an unconscious level. This means that stereotypes are particularly worrisome because they are indirect, and we may be entirely unaware of them. As we continue to overlook them, these unconscious stereotypes ultimately remain within the U.S culture (Corbett & Hill, 2015). In this literature review, we explored gender stereotypes that permeate K-12 education, and strategies addressing gender stereotypes in K-12 education.
Gender Stereotypes

Upon analyzing 400 studies and developing a causal framework to explain the dearth of women in STEM, especially in math-intensive fields, Ceci et al. (2009) concluded that women’s preferences, representing both free and constrained choices, constitute the primary factor in making a career choice. The choices which seem to be made from personal intentions are also shaped and limited by sociocultural circumstances. As Eccles (1994) pointed out, an individual sometimes does not actively or consciously consider the full range of objectively available options in making their selections. He continues to explain that “many options are never considered because individuals are unaware of their existence. Other options are not seriously considered because individuals have inaccurate information regarding either the option itself or the possibility of achieving the option” (Eccles, 1994, p. 589).

Traditionally, gender-stereotyped roles posit that women prefer to work with people doing service work, whereas men prefer assuming leadership or individual work. Su et al.’s (2009) meta-analysis on gender differences in career interests revealed that men gravitated toward things-oriented careers and women gravitated toward people-oriented careers. Diekman et al. (2010) speculated that women’s avoidance of STEM careers might be because STEM careers are often perceived as incompatible with their communal preference (e.g., working with or helping other people). Eccles and Wang (2016) investigated the personal aptitudes and motivational beliefs in 12th grade that move an individual toward or away from STEM fields at age 29 (n=1200). They found that among STEM disciplines, female students have a preference for people-oriented work, which is a strong predictor of their choice to pursue people-oriented STEM fields (such as health, biological, and medical sciences) rather than other STEM fields (such as mathematics, physical, engineering, and computer sciences) (Eccles & Wang, 2016).

In addition, women’s advancement in STEM fields is shunted and hindered due to institutionalized gendered and intersectional barriers. Bird and Rhotan (2021) explore whether STEM faculty members working in universities perceive systemic barriers to equity in STEM, as a legitimate obstacle. They argue that despite meritocratic beliefs, certain groups of employees in higher education are held back due to the enforcement of systemically inequitable policies and practices.

Gender Stereotypes in K-12 Education

Students’ gender stereotypes on mathematics and sciences significantly associate with their mathematics and science identity, which in turn was an influence on their STEM course taking and performance (Starr & Simpkins, 2021). In the book Women’s Ways of Knowing, Belenky et al. (1986) claimed that girls and women prefer collaborative learning that is based on care and communication. Scholars have also envisioned a collaborative learning environment in which students were working in small groups, sharing experiences, and discussing different ideas; where teachers trust their students’ thinking and encourage alternative methods (Becker, 1995). In such educational environments, instead of seeking confirmation about right or wrong, students gain confidence from different ways of solving problems (Anderson, 2005). Furthermore, successful collaboration in a classroom provides students with a supportive environment to engage in intellectual risk-taking to solve challenging problems and exchange mathematical ideas.
On the other hand, there are serious negative consequences when such supportive and caring environments are not available to all students. Implicit gender stereotypes and differential expectation for male and female students that teachers hold negatively impact girls’ mathematics learning and diminish girls’ performance in mathematics (Matheis et al., 2020; Robinson-Cimpian et al., 2014). In terms of students’ mathematical abilities, Copur-Gencturk et al. (2020) found that teachers rated White-sounding names higher than Black and Hispanic-sounding names. When the authors examined non-White teachers’ perceptions of students’ abilities, they found that the teachers favored White students, of both genders, over students of color, whereas White teachers favored boys over girls. Alan et al. (2018) found that teachers’ beliefs on gender disparity play a crucial role in mitigating or widening the gender gap in STEM. They reported that teachers who are gender-biased in their beliefs in STEM and specifically Mathematics had a striking detrimental effect on female students’ test scores, both written and verbal. Thus, by transmitting their biased-laden traditional role of gender beliefs to the girls in their classrooms, teachers condition young girls to pursue other fields.

Also, the attitudes and behaviors of male peers, such as taking over girls’ work or belittling the contributions of girls, worsen the discouragement of girls (Allan & Madden, 2006). In a recent study of 1500 participants from four informal science learning sites, McGuire et al. (2020) examined stereotypes about STEM within informal science learning sites. The participants ranged from early childhood to adolescents. Findings from the study revealed that boys, more than girls, identified that their gender ‘should’ be better at STEM than girls. In addition, underlying gender stereotypes play a role through curricula. Kerkhoven et. al. (2016) examined how educational resources within visual content of online education databases perpetuate gender bias. The analysis revealed that men were more likely to be depicted as science professionals compared to women and fewer men were depicted as social science professionals.

**Addressing Gender Stereotypes in Teacher Education**

Teachers play an important role in communicating stereotypes with students which shape how STEM is perceived, learned, and practiced (Liu, 2020). Due to the integration and interdisciplinary nature of STEM, teachers often have limited PD opportunities to develop an awareness of critical issues (Pourdavood & Yan, 2020). Thus, without developing teachers’ awareness of gender bias and stereotypes, it is likely that teachers will continue reinforcing stereotypes when they communicate with students daily. In addition, teachers often feel that they lack the necessary knowledge and skills of STEM content to engage students in STEM investigations. More specifically, STEM is a growing field in education therefore, addressing equitability and representation is a critical need in teacher education. Nesmith and Cooper (2019) found opportunities for professional development over multiple years beneficial for “providing opportunities for the teachers to discuss and reflect on each experience within campus and grade level teams” (p. 495).

Stereotypes of females’ inferior mathematics ability shape the personal evaluations of teachers of the students in their classrooms (Riegle-Crumb & Humphries, 2012). Teachers often use adjectives like ‘hard-working’ to refer to girls but use ‘bright’ to refer to boys who perform at the same level (Walkerdine, 1998). In Wang’s (2012) study, the teachers held lower expectations for girls to perform well in mathematics than for boys. Thus, girls may have less external support in developing interests in mathematics (Wang, 2012). In middle or high school classrooms, “teachers
were more likely to stress the association of mathematics with activities, careers and domains that interest boys, such as engineering or physical domain” (Wang, 2012, p. 1653).

Teachers can, thus, break gender stereotypes by creating a supportive learning environment and inclusive classroom culture (Rogers et al., 2021). Using inclusive and non-discriminatory pedagogies could improve equity for women and minorities, promote connected knowing, and value girls’ voices (Anderson, 2005; Dersch et al., 2022). A supportive learning environment demonstrates care about the girls’ needs, recognizes their contributions, and offers opportunities for recognition and development (Rogers et al., 2021). Having conversations with students about women’s contributions in STEM fields and acknowledging girls’ intellectual achievement would counter stereotypical messages and promote girls’ confidence in STEM learning. Through reflecting on their own beliefs and stereotypes, teachers have opportunity to develop their awareness of their behaviour in teaching. Thus, they have the opportunity to restructure their perceptions of female students in STEM (Matheis et al., 2020).

In addition, providing role models could be another intervention for teachers to disrupt stereotypes (Sears et al., 2021). In STEM fields, female role models demonstrate that women can overcome stereotypes. It may be especially critical for women to know someone like themselves has been successful (Lockwood, 2006). Evidence has shown that STEM women hold weaker implicit gender-STEM stereotypes than non-STEM women (Smeding, 2012). Creating welcoming communities can help girls break stereotypes and reinforce their STEM identities. By surrounding girls with female role models, girls are more likely to perceive positive messages about women in STEM, which weakens stereotypes, and, in turn, enhances ingroup identities (Smeding, 2012). Girls are the most eager and participatory in teams that have either gender parity or a female majority and far less engaged in teams with female minorities (Dasgupta & Stout, 2014).

The reviewed literature informs us that teachers’ perceptions of gender stereotypes in STEM fields impact students’ stereotypes in gender and STEM, self-efficacy in STEM learning, and career interests. The culture of the classroom, discourse, and learning environments the teacher creates would be a space for students to either interrupt stereotypes or continue to communicate stereotypes. Therefore, it stands to reason that a foundational step in helping teachers create an inclusive learning environment would be to understand their perceptions of the stereotypes and what strategies they have recognized to address stereotypes. Thus, the following two research questions guide this study:

1. What are teachers’ experiences and understanding of women in STEM?
2. What strategies did the teachers develop based on their experiences and engagement in the course that can be used to break gender stereotypes in K-12 education?

Methods

The participants in the study were in-service teachers and educators who enrolled in an online professional development course designed to raise understanding and knowledge of critical perspectives on race, gender, ELLs and immigration. All teachers consented to participate in the study. In this paper, we use the terms “participants” and “teachers” interchangeably. As stated before, the purpose of the study was to understand teachers’ conceptualizations and development in the knowledge of gender stereotypes in STEM.
Data Sources

The data for the study includes the class materials that were collected in the form of a pre-course survey, as well as online discussions to which the teachers contributed weekly in response to the readings the facilitators assigned. The pre-course survey consisted of a set of questions that addressed participants’ range of engagement with diversity, equity and social justice, critical perspectives on gender, and their expectations for taking the course which is further examined through their reflection papers for women and STEM (Osei-Tutu et al., 2021). The pre-course survey questions that teachers responded to were:

- What is your understanding of diversity?
- What do you think about when you hear: Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Social Justice?
- How would you define Equity and social justice in education?
- Describe gender stereotypes you have heard in learning math, science, engineering, sexuality, etc.
- Briefly discuss any engagement in conversation about diversity, inclusivity, and social justice.
- Why are you interested in these topics? What do you hope to gain from these workshops?

We have a total of 158 survey entries which were collected at the beginning and end of the course. During the semester, the number of participants were reduced to 67 due to their inability to keep up with the pace and rigor of the course.

The module on gender issues consists of two themes: women in STEM and gender minorities in K-12 education. We selected three readings including two theoretical articles and one practical report that focus on the issue of women in STEM. Clance and Imes’ (1987) article focuses on the therapeutic intervention to address the imposter phenomenon that successful and high achieving women experience; Dasgupta’s (2011) article discusses that developing ingroup identity can address stereotypes and build girls’ confidence in STEM; Hill et al.’s (2010) work unpacks the environmental factors that shape girls’ achievement and interests in STEM and proposes recommendations to support women in STEM and counteract stereotypes. These readings' historical perspectives shed light on gender stereotypes in education, in particular, girls and women in STEM fields. We selected these readings to prompt participants’ engagement in the issues of women in STEM and engage them in the further discussion. These readings also were used to develop the discussion questions with the intention to collect the participants’ views as well as their own experiences of women and STEM. Building on the content of the articles, teachers engaged in online discussion with group members supported by a facilitator. The discussion prompts for this module were:

- Do you think that girls or women have distinct ways of knowing? Please provide evidence to support your answer.
- What strategies can we use in practice to address negative gender stereotypes?
- What factors influence women’s participation in STEM? Since the last decade, in terms of women in STEM, what has changed, and what remains?

Data Analysis

The research method employed to analyze the data is thematic analysis, to systematically review the data and actively seek out themes (Braun & Clarke, 2012). Thematic analysis is a
flexible and accessible qualitative research method to analyze data in educational settings. For our project, we sought out repeated meanings across our data sets (Vaismoradi et al., 2013) between all the researchers to capture information that illuminates and addresses the research questions. After independently reviewing the data, the researchers identified and assigned themes by using attributes that were “summative, salient, essence-capturing, and or evocative” to categorize the data (Saldana, 2016, p. 4). Subsequently, all the themes were compiled, and these were further sorted by the researchers collectively after deliberation and clarification. We discussed the usefulness and relevance of each theme, and only after a mutual understanding among the researchers. Member checking was not incorporated as the participants of the study were enrolled in the course. The themes were finally distilled to align with and answer the research questions. A summary of teachers’ notable comments has been highlighted in the findings section below.

Findings

In this section, we report our findings from analyzing teachers’ initial survey results and their responses to the discussion questions. First, we describe teachers’ initial perspective of gender role stereotypes. Then we report teachers’ perceptions of girls’ and women’s particular ways of learning. Finally, we summarize the promising strategies to address gender stereotypes in STEM, including integrating role models into the curriculum, developing a growth mindset, and promoting justice in classroom discourse. We provide direct quotes of the participants to feature our participants’ voices without adulteration in an effort to engage in dialogue with the readers about the interpretation for the quotes. Additionally, the selected quotes highlight the significance of participants’ experiences as they relate to each theme.

Teachers’ Initial Perspective of Gender Role Stereotypes in Education

In the pre-course survey, teachers shared stereotypes they have heard or experienced in education. They recognized that gender stereotypes are a cause and also a reason for women's underrepresentation in STEM fields. Common stereotypes teachers identified were that women are emotional while men are rational; women are good at social science, language, and art while men are good at math and science; and the perception that women are less capable in logically oriented fields such as STEM.

The existence of gender stereotypes in K-12 education was further evidenced in teacher’s personal and classroom teaching experiences that illustrates the perception of women as caregivers and not equal partners. These norms permeate the culture in society, norms in the classroom, and curricula. A teacher shared,

My own daughter was treated discriminatorily at a university where she worked in psychology. The men there treated her as if she were to take care of them, not be their peers.

Similarly, another teacher described her experience of being fed stereotypes that demoralized her and dissuaded her from pursuing the field altogether,

When I entered high school, not only did my parents discourage me but my teachers as well. Even though I was very good in physics and mathematics, they all encouraged me to consider health-related programs rather than engineering because engineering was for boys and not lucrative to girls. The truth is that their
words made an impact on me and that is how I left the idea of becoming an engineer behind.

The participants also explained that stereotypes were steeped in patriarchal thinking and disciplines were recommended to students based on their gender role as illustrated in the following quote,

From personal experience: "you can't be a veterinarian, that's a man's job." That was in 5th grade coming from my own teacher. I changed my mind along the way to become a teacher, but her words still stick with me, and I would never tell one of my students that. She also believed that women were better served in the home.

Similar to the previous participant's response, the following participant also recognized that teachers play an important role in instilling stereotypes and that stereotypes did not just impact the participants when they were younger but are also reinforced in schools and the curriculum today. A science teacher said,

I heard a high school counselor tell a student that my course is better suited for women as they need to know this skill for life, males should be in a more "manly" curriculum.

As a science teacher, there are always gender stereotypes about men being more in the STEM fields and so on. Even in my curriculum, the scientists we learn about are all men.

When I was growing up and in school, it was a given that the boys went into the math and science fields and girls went into teaching. Robotics clubs and science extras were always made available to the boys.

In addition to the stereotype of females’ having less capability in STEM, another stereotype that plays out as a microaggression is that women in STEM fields are exceptional and remarkable, and to succeed in these fields, they have to sacrifice or hide feminine attributes. A teacher shared this experience,

I also know from a college course on gender and women in the sciences that women in science are often viewed as being more masculine, less social, and often meaner and less capable. Women are also often viewed as being less analytically minded.

Women who were doing well in STEM were thought as exceptional, which reinforced the stereotypes that women in general are not capable of learning the subjects that traditionally, men dominated. Teachers recognized that girls and women are not incapable in mathematics and science, but stereotypes confirm their negative beliefs and have an impact on their education. As a teacher said, “Women are less likely to enter careers in math and STEM; it is more due to the shaping of mindset. It is not reflective of ability or skill.” The fixed mindset of gender roles in STEM undermines girls’ performance as well as their interests in STEM fields.

**Teachers’ Perception of Girls and Women’s Particular Ways of Learning**

Teachers’ responses to whether girls/women have distinct ways of knowing exposed a nuanced understanding of learning differences and its impact of academic achievements. Even for those that agree with gender differentiated learning styles, their view was oriented towards supporting ALL students to succeed. Based on the responses we received, participants shared anecdotal
evidence about the gender variation in approaches to learning. In the section below, we share examples and personal experiences that help elucidate the perceptions. The first one below is an example of a participant’s personal experience suggesting that gender norms did not always dictate the kinds of activities girls and boys have. A teacher shared interesting stories about her family,

My older brother and I [female] are perfect examples of this. My brother is an attorney, very smart, high I.Q. and excellent in math. Unfortunately, if you give him a hammer, he hurts himself. For me, I am the hands-on learner, figuring things out usually by common sense, and not particularly interested in that A+. I can change a flat tire, rewire the house, and fix the toilet. I approach all challenges with some common sense and humor. We both have excelled in our fields and did it by hard work, determination, and grit even though we have completely different approaches to learning.

As we explored the ways in which gender roles inform learning styles, participants offered specific examples based on their experience of working with students as catering to the individual styles also maximizes learning. The following examples offer valuable insight into learning about learning differences so that students, regardless of gender, may succeed academically. A teacher said,

Yes, I think girls and women have a distinct way of learning. Often within my classroom, my female students require more visual explanations of new material. They seem to grasp it quickly when they can see how to do the skill. Whereas my male students typically show more interest and understanding when they are working with the skill being taught and discovering through exploration. Neither way is wrong, but I think it is very important as an educator to make sure and teach using a variety of teaching methods to help all learners to learn.

Yet, others were of the view that the expression of emotions accounts for this distinctiveness. They explain that women find it easy to express emotions. A teacher said, “many girls take on a bit more emotional labor than boys and that can change the way they think, but that is more of a case-by-case basis and based on culture and family environment.” Aligning with the above comment, a participant expanded on this view by discussing decision-making processes,

Because they acknowledge their emotional side more than men, they have a different way of knowing based on emotions. In a decision, women might consider many different factors being affected by their decision where men may have a narrower focus of just making a quick decision.

However, there is a second group of teachers who do not believe that girls’ or women’s distinct ways of knowing are shaped by biological differences, but rather oriented by social norms. As one participant expounded,

I am aware of the plethora of books on the line of “men are from Mars; women are from Venus” in terms of personal/social relationships but I have no evidence to support that any of this is true other than from my own observations. I would prefer to stick with the context of this set of readings and say that women and men are equally equipped to gain new knowledge and apply their knowledge to new situations. What is different is the opportunities presented to them.
Among the participants’ there was also evidence to deny the presence of differences in learning styles among males and females. Participants accounted for the individual differences rather than ascribing generalized views as the following participant explained that “I do not believe that females have a distinct way of learning. I believe that both males and females can have strong math and language arts skills. I think it is more about the individual, than the sex.” Instead, the plethora of social and cultural norms that are still remarkably present and persisting in this yet changing world, are what these groups of teachers use to explain why such perceptions of distinction exist. Approaching it from the professional field, one participant finds that,

In many ways, girls and women are required to have distinct ways of knowing in order to be successful and reach particular achievements. The cultural expectation for women to fulfill a particular role that both edifies and impresses men (but not too much of either) requires a specific instinct—at once we must be both independent and dependent, smart, but not too smart, attractive, but not overly-to maintain desirability, the highest currency in heteronormative relationships.

How various cultures perceive and treat women also accounts for these major differences that people have come to associate with men or women. Teachers shared various examples of how these cultural and societal norms are reinforced. In this study, we are not focusing on whether girls and women have different ways of learning, rather we aim to encourage teachers to be aware of how social norms and bias influence students’ learning and impact on their career selection later.

Promising Strategies for Addressing Gender Stereotypes in STEM

Building on their understanding of the readings in the course, participants identified promising strategies that can be adopted in the fight against gender stereotypes in education. We carefully analyzed the participants’ responses to addressing negative gender stereotypes in practice. We identified three themes that teachers proposed to counter stereotypes in education, including integrating role models into curriculum, developing growth mindset, and promoting a justice-oriented classroom discourse.

Integrating Role Models into Curriculum

Participants proposed that integrating female role models in the curriculum will engender a sense of belonging for girls and women when they make career decisions. Thus, the knowledge of women and their contributions in STEM fields, would encourage girls to pursue their future careers in STEM fields. Teachers recognized that introducing female role models could be a strategy to reduce gender stereotypes e. A participant said, “For young students, seeing is believing and if more young girls see women in STEM roles, then the more likely they will become interested in selecting roles in math and science.”

Another participant illustrated through their own experiences the impact that integrating role models in the curriculum had on inspiring and motivating young girls to pursue STEM fields. The teacher tells the story of representation below:

Our school has made a focus on doing STEM units for each grade level. We have started to pair the STEM projects with books for the primary grades. The books that have been read include women in STEM roles. For example, my students heard the story Hidden Figures during the month of March. The story sparked interest in boys and girls alike to learn more about space and science-type jobs.
Some female teachers who taught mathematics and/or science in the K-12 setting position themselves as role models for their female students. They are conscious of girls’ representation in STEM courses and make efforts to advocate for increasing girls’ participation in their courses. A participant stated,

*One change that I am aware of as a science teacher is an effort in schools to bring in more STEM courses, and to have representation when talking about STEM subjects. Girls are more likely to see, during their grade school education, examples of women in STEM careers than they were a decade ago. I personally have been making efforts in this to make sure that my students see someone who looks like them working in scientific fields.*

Seeing themselves as role models, female teachers play a crucial role in supporting and encouraging girls to pursue careers in the STEM field. A participant shared, “As a child, I never saw myself in any of those roles. When I became a teacher, I found myself changing the names in equations to represent all genders.” Similarly, another participant stated,

*I teach in a science-based program, but one that is dominated by women on one level and men on another. I am working on a lesson to show that we all bring excellent points of view to the table. My goal is to remove some of his male chauvinistic ways and humble this student a bit. (Any suggestion would be appreciated for this). The young ladies had to take a step back, but they did come out swinging and showed their worth in our lab.*

In addition to the explicit or seen aspects of curriculum, there is the implicit or hidden curriculum which is harder to identify. Therefore, teachers suggested being aware of the implicit messaging or hidden curriculum that is being promoted in their institutions. Teachers can consciously select or adapt curriculum including female figures and integrate role models in teaching which is an effective way to inspire girls. A participant pointed out,

*Children’s picture books have images of women in aprons and dresses cooking or cleaning, and muscular men doing work outside or sitting behind a desk in their own office. These stereotypes are often subtle (in the illustrations) and go unnoticed, but in elementary school we teach students to use the illustrations to help them make meaning. In order to challenge these stereotypes, they need to be openly acknowledged and discussed.*

With that said, teachers who were focused on an inclusive STEM curriculum recognized that they were pushing against societal gender norms. Teachers recognized that stereotypes on gender roles are harmful for both boys and girls. Therefore, integrating female role models in curriculum would possibly break down the social expectations on gender roles.

**Developing Growth Mindset**

Participants argued for a growth mindset teaching approach to be used with girls in order to teach them that with effort, skills can be learned, and that failure is not always negative in this journey. Specifically, teachers discussed advanced coursework necessary for cultivating and maintaining specific skills needed to support female students. A teacher suggested the need to,

*Encourage high school girls to take Calculus, Computer Science and Physics, etc., showing them their potential for success in these fields and to help them on that*
path. I am helping them to develop their spatial skills through different games and challenges that could be fun for them and entertaining as well.

Exposing students to STEM early in their academic journey and introducing STEM as a part of extracurricular activities can be a way to support building girls’ confidence and developing a growth mindset. Teachers also saw a connection between engaging STEM curricula and female student engagement. A teacher expressed,

If girls are not exposed to cool STEM activities, they are not interested in science, technology, engineering, and math. Hill points out that poor or underdeveloped spatial skills can also be a reason why we have so few in STEM. Many women do not have the confidence to participate in STEM activities; therefore, they believe they will not succeed in the STEM field.

Participants also call for school efforts in developing a growth mindset to promote girls’ participation in STEM. A teacher said,

Schools should promote and encourage females in math-oriented programs, such as math or science bowls. This will give them the confidence that girls can perform well in STEM academics.

Developing a growth mindset is not an instantaneous process; it does not happen all at once. To actively reject gender stereotypes in STEM education, teachers should counteract the underlying stereotypes by reflecting on their own biases and engaging in new discourse. As previously described, teachers have recognized the stereotypes which are implicitly embedded in the culture and curriculum. Thus, teachers not only need to be constantly mindful of stereotypes, but also, they need resources and support to address these stereotypes. Integrating female role models into the curriculum is a feasible strategy for teachers to use in their daily teaching. In particular, female teachers can position themselves as role models for girls which could greatly encourage girls to develop belonging.

Promoting a Justice-oriented Classroom Discourse

Stereotypes are often embedded in everyday life and infused in daily communications. To curb stereotypes in teaching, teachers need to intentionally create classroom norms to conquer the negative perspectives on gender stereotypes. Classroom discourse, therefore, plays a critical role in sending messages to students about gender roles and careers, including teaching students what they should and should not say. Participants shared strategies they have implemented or plan to use in their day-to-day teaching to reduce gender stereotypes. Through classroom discourse, teachers proposed blurring the perspective and learning practice boundaries regarding gender in the classroom. A participant shared,

Another strategy is to be vocal when hearing a stereotype being used. A simple “why do you think that?” or “we don’t use that language in this classroom” or “I don’t find that funny.” can be a useful tool to stop the stereotype and to get others to think about why they’ve developed an assumption/bias.

Another participant shared a scenario in teaching and strategy used for communicating with a male student who condemned his female peers in group work,

I teach in a science-based program, but one that is dominated by women on one level and men on another. I am working on a lesson to show that we all bring
excellent points of view to the table. My goal is to remove some of his male chauvinistic ways and humble this student a bit. (Any suggestion would be appreciated for this). The young ladies had to take a step back, but they did come out swinging and showed their worth in our lab. I experienced one in class today. I had a male student quite loudly say, “I am screwed in my lab assignment because I am stuck with two girls.” After gathering my thoughts and not exploding on said student, I explained to him that he should be honored to be graced with such talented ladies that know far more than he does in terms of this assignment and that he was placed in that group for a reason.

Creating a justice-oriented environment and promoting classroom discourse requires teachers not only to fight against negative messages but also to recognize and champion girls' talents in work and provide opportunities for them to show their talent. A participant shared,

I try to challenge all of my students, especially my girls, if they show a huge interest in math. It’s amazing to see a positive dynamic in my classroom where both boys and girls are encouraging each other rather than trying to “fit the mold” that society has tried to create.

Classroom discourse can be extended in communicating with parents. A participant shared her experience with parents’ concerns about their sons playing with girls’ toys or their daughters playing with boys’ games. The participant expressed the way she discussed gender roles with parents as below:

I would reply that playing with dolls encouraged a nurturing/gentle behavior and would later help their son to be a good parent/that playing with Legos encouraged fine motor development and spatial awareness. I would frequently tell my students that “we don’t have girl/boy colors” and addressed similar stereotypes with examples: “My uncle is a nurse. Boys can be nurses, too.” The idea was to address them casually but firmly and not in an embarrassing manner.

Classroom discourse sends underlying messages to students about gender roles and career expectations. Promoting justice discourse requires teachers to recognize gender stereotypes and potential biases and to develop a mindset to intentionally fight gender stereotypes. The findings reveal that teachers recognized gender stereotypes in education. The shared experiences from their own learning and teaching remind us that gender stereotypes need more attention in classroom practices.

**Discussion**

The pre-survey data and findings reveal that teachers recognize an implicit proliferation and exacerbation of gender stereotypes in K-12 education. Not only do teachers recognize the gender stereotypes plaguing the STEM fields, but they also encounter, experience, and perpetuate gender stereotypes during classroom instruction. From such experiences, teachers expressed that gender stereotypes prevalent in schools result in women’s underrepresentation in STEM fields (Alan et al., 2018; Dou & Cian, 2022). Teachers’ knowledge, experiences, and understanding of women in STEM and gender stereotypes were twofold: personal encounters and reports from other information resources.
Experiences and understandings from personal encounters include experiencing discrimination by peers or teachers, evidencing a higher representation of men than women in STEM courses and the availability of Robotics or Science clubs for boys rather than girls. Second, teachers’ understanding of women in STEM and gender stereotypes from report or people or hearsay include (a) STEM fields being considered as male talents and attributes; (b) a falsified assumption that males are better at math, science, computers, and engineering while females are better at reading, writing, social studies, art, and other creative things; (c) school authorities, such as teachers or school counselors, categorize programs for students based on assumptions regarding the students’ professional goals; and (d) a misconception that women in science are often viewed as being more masculine, less social, and often meaner and less capable, as the teachers indicated. Teachers’ shared experiences and perceptions of gender stereotypes align with literature that girls and women have lower self-efficacy and face more challenges in STEM fields (e.g., Bird & Rhoton, 2021; Ceci et al., 2014; Dersch et al., 2022). From personal experiences and hearsay, these narratives informed teachers’ perceptions and conceptualization of women in STEM fields and the gender stereotypes (Allan & Madden, 2006).

Additionally, a sentiment reflected in teachers’ personal and shared experiences, is that women have distinct ways of learning and knowing (Belenky et al., 1986). From personal experience, teachers indicated that women gather and assimilate information differently than men. Though it may not be clear if this is a case of nature versus nurture, they believe that women are more intuitive and process multiple information holistically, whereas men compartmentalize information. Teachers proposed that men and women would approach answers very differently when a question is posed. They shared that some female students in their class require more visual explanations of new material because they can grasp concepts faster through simulation. However, the male students show interest and comprehend faster when working with the skill being taught and discovered through exploration. From shared experiences, teachers expressed how the distinctiveness can be attributed to how women express their emotions. As women openly share their emotions, they develop the strength of knowing through emotions. However, some women feel inadequate in the same job or working space as their male counterparts. Teachers, therefore, play a critical role in communicating stereotypes with students. Teachers’ knowledge about the disparity in learning and knowing between boys and girls necessitates differentiated instruction and scaffolding in teaching STEM courses (Anderson, 2005; Master, 2021).

Curriculum Integration and Growth Mindset

A prominent perspective we argue is the role curriculum plays in perpetuating gender stereotypes and biases. As Kerkhoven et. al. (2016) and Bird and Rhotan (2021) have expounded, the curriculum is fundamental in centering these databases and institutionalized gender biases. However, beyond affirming this view, teachers discuss strategies to mitigate these biases and disrupt these stereotypes through several approaches. First, there is the need to integrate role models in the curriculum that reflect successful women in the STEM field (Dasgupta, 2011). By emphasizing the major contributions women have made, and continue to make, in the field of STEM, an atmosphere of possibilities will be created that propels young women toward the field. Another approach to inverting the STEM curriculum will be to address the gender roles in the curriculum. As teachers explained, women are barely mentioned in the STEM field as examples of successes, but when they are, they are often placed in supporting roles (Robinson-Cimpian et al., 2014). By providing representations of women who are leaders in the STEM field, a clear message is sent to both boys and girls that the field is not the sole prerogative of men. This means
that teachers first have to be reflective on their complicity in maintaining gender stereotypes and consciously adapt their curriculum and approach to teaching to support change (Copur-Gencturk et al., 2020; Riegle-Crumb & Humphries, 2012).

Project-based learning is another aspect of curriculum adaptation that is crucial to dismantling gender stereotypes. Creating opportunities in the curriculum for girls and boys to learn, engage, and intern with women in the STEM field throughout their education, will engender positive mindsets for all involved. For girls, the myth of inability will be broken, while the “boys club” mentality for boys will be shattered (Dasgupta, 2011). With such mindsets, women and girls’ sense of belonging in the STEM field would be strengthened. When people feel a sense of belonging, they are enabled to succeed. To push back against what Herzig (2004) finds, a sense of belonging will mean that females “fit” perfectly in the STEM field.

Breaking stereotypes in the STEM field also requires the development of a growth mindset. Teachers who are educated, aware and conscious of gender biases in the curriculum and teaching are better able to break the barriers. This growth mindset is what will retain women in the STEM fields (Corbett & Hill, 2015) while encouraging women to resist the societal gender norms that condition women to relinquish their desires to succeed in the field in order to support their husbands’ careers (Lubienski & Pinheiro, 2019). Additionally, teachers who are conscious of gender bias in teaching will bring a reflective attitude towards building a classroom and school culture of equity where all genders thrive.

Developing a growth mindset also means paying attention to societal influences of gender stereotypes. Many of our teachers discussed how gender norms in the society or community affect how women engage in STEM, as well as fields they gravitate towards due to their upbringing. Thus, women in the field should work towards mentoring and supporting young women to pursue STEM careers: they should encourage them to take calculus, chemistry, engineering and all the courses that have been rendered as shrines for men. As one participant aptly puts it, “girls should be taught to use a growth mindset, understanding that skills can be learned, effort is just as important as intelligence, and failure can lead to growth.”

One major issue that affects equity and change is the fear and refusal to engage in conversations about controversial issues. “Teachers report often avoiding these types of discussions due to concerns about the unpredictability of student reactions, accusations of trying to push a political agenda, and insufficient knowledge or skills to work through complex issues” (Fournier-Sylvester, 2013, p. 1). Therefore, it is important as a major part of the growth mindset, to be ready and open to discussions on gender biases and stereotypes in the field. It is important to create spaces for such conversations to take place in and outside of the classroom, including project-based learning environments. It tells the students, society, and girls and women in particular, that they have the potential and ability to succeed in STEM and it is our responsibility to help them reach it.

Promoting Justice Classroom Discourse and Improving Teacher Education

By supporting teachers through professional development, school districts are ultimately supporting student learning and growth. Within STEM education, professional development often focuses on how teachers conceptualize curricula (Ring et al., 2017) and implement integrated approaches (Shernoff et al., 2017) to STEM learning. Providing teachers with opportunities to collaborate with their colleagues about the successes and challenges of implementing STEM lessons has a positive correlation with teachers’ improved self-efficacy (Nesmith & Cooper, 2019).
Similarly, many in-service teachers lack experience with professional development that focuses on social justice issues. While the diversity of U.S. classrooms continues to increase, the demographics of teachers remain White, female, and monolingual. Therefore, professional development is needed to support teachers whose cultural and linguistic backgrounds differ from their students. Several factors must be considered when providing in-service teachers with transformative pedagogy, therefore becoming a social justice-minded educator requires a shift in mindset. Active implementation of multicultural education required a gradual and in-depth awareness of shifting one’s attitudes toward students’ learning (Pourdavood & Yan, 2020).

Based on our teachers’ responses, STEM educators seek professional development grounded in social justice (Ring et al., 2017). For many, their teacher education programs did not expose them to culturally responsive, sustaining, and relevant pedagogy that aims to develop teachers’ critical perspectives in education. Furthermore, while they recognize the importance of role models in promoting STEM education for young female students, overall, our teachers felt that they lacked the necessary knowledge and training to support their students. Therefore, bridging the gap between STEM education and social justice pedagogy has the potential to promote a shift in classroom discourse that is more equitable and inclusive. Not only does STEM for social justice provide teachers with a toolkit to support students of diverse backgrounds, in terms of women in STEM, but it also has the potential to amplify females’ contributions by making them visible and explicit within K-12 settings (Dou & Cian, 2022).

Conclusion

Regarding the professional development course, it can be said that teachers presented critical insights into the reasons for the lack of female representation in STEM fields. In this paper, we analyzed the teachers’ responses to two research questions that explore teachers' understanding of women’s experiences or lack thereof in STEM. The authors of the course designed and implemented a four-modular-course to cultivate teachers' critical knowledge of issues of intersectional identities (race, gender, immigration status, and language ability). Our experience teaching the course highlights the need for prioritizing social justice issues of women and the representation of women in STEM in teaching, learning, and curriculum. The challenge of teacher professional development and teacher education is to identify the spaces to address gender stereotypes. Based on teachers’ responses, we have confirmed the existence of the stereotypes in the minds of the teachers, the potential or perceived impacts on the participants and their classrooms and propose three strategies for addressing gender stereotypes in education, namely, integrating role models in curriculum, developing a growth mindset and promoting justice-oriented classroom discourse.

The outcome of the professional development course and teachers’ learning has implications for teacher professional development and teacher education. Our course is a good example of a learning community for teachers to acknowledge gender stereotypes and how they perpetuate them. We discuss curricular development that integrates role models and project-based learning helps dismantle gender stereotypes as well as promote a growth mindset.
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**Abstract**

Due to a shortage of rural computer science teachers, researchers used a three-phase method to design a computer science endorsement, which will be coupled with an instructional coaching endorsement within an Educational Specialist degree program. The team conducted interviews of teachers as well as school and district level administrators in rural areas to determine needs and resources available to develop computer science master teachers. Interviewers also investigated recruitment, preparation and support processes pertinent to the program. Findings included that, although infrastructure for wireless access is lacking, school and district administrators are very interested in supporting teachers to become computer science master teachers. STEM teachers are especially interested in computer science content related to their teaching field. Partners indicated an interest in developing teacher leaders, in order to encourage a sustainable computer science program in the school and district. Information gathered was used to design a program that intends to meet the needs of potential rural computer science master teachers.
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Job reports indicate there were over 400,000 open computer science (CS) positions in the United States in 2020, with only about 70,000 CS students graduating and joining the job force (Code.org Advocacy Coalition, 2021). Contributing to this is the nation’s CS teacher capacity deficit. In 2020, only 47% of high schools nationwide taught CS (Code.org et al., 2020). Moreover, CS courses are disproportionately distributed, as “schools in rural communities and schools with higher percentages of economically disadvantaged students are less likely to teach computer science” (Code.org et al., 2020, p. 15). To address the CS teacher deficit, the Southeastern state where this project took place has a pre-service CS certification pathway, a testing option for CS professionals wanting to transition from industry into teaching, and a CS endorsement for teachers who are certified in other teaching areas to obtain CS certification. However, none of the CS endorsement program providers target rural, high-need school systems.

In addition to creating certified CS teachers, supporting those teachers in becoming teacher leaders would provide a pathway for integration of CS instruction into schools and districts in high-needs areas. This was seen in Lotter et al. (2020), where teacher leaders saw part of their role as providing opportunities to their students that would not otherwise be available. These teacher leaders improved their relationships with students, colleagues, and the community, which can lead to improved teacher retention (Burton & Johnson, 2010). Driven by the need for certified CS teachers, as well as the leadership needed to implement CS education school- or district-wide, this project seeks to develop an investigative process that will result in a Master Teacher CS program with ongoing support in a high-needs area.

**Literature Review**

This project was informed by four areas of thought regarding CS teacher education: teacher endorsement, teacher recruitment, teacher professional development (PD), and teacher leadership development. Initial teacher preparation efforts are not meeting the demand for highly-qualified CS teachers (Code.org, 2017b; Montoya, 2017). This is due to the limited number of CS teacher preparation programs and that few CS graduates choose to pursue teaching (Code.org Advocacy Coalition & CSTA, 2018). Thus, providing certification options for experienced teachers wanting to transition into CS is seen as a viable means to address the increased push for CS education in schools (Code.org, 2017a).

**Teacher Endorsement**

CS endorsement programs serve as a means for teachers to add CS as a new area of certification to their current teaching certificate (Code.org, 2017a). CS endorsement programs are offered through universities and, in some states, through non-university providers. A university provider may incorporate the CS endorsement as a track within a graduate degree program. Guided by CS teaching standards that vary from state to state (Code.org Advocacy Coalition & CSTA, 2018; Code.org et al., 2020), the learning experiences of most CS endorsement programs require a year or more to complete and include content and pedagogical coursework along with a CS-focused field experience (Columbus State University, undated; Oconee Regional Educational Service Agency [RESA], undated). CS endorsement programs use face-to-face, as well as hybrid and online delivery formats (Vivian et al., 2014) and, because they are structured to meet the needs of practicing teachers, tend to reflect the learning tenets of teacher PD.
Teacher Recruitment

Efforts to recruit experienced teachers from other content areas into a CS endorsement program must be strategic and comprehensive (Luft et al., 2011), which involve helping experienced teachers explore the field of CS teaching and determine if preparing to become a CS teacher is a good choice for them. When attempting to recruit CS teachers from the corps of experienced STEM teachers, the professional trajectory of these teachers must be considered. In science education, Luft et al. (2019) describe teachers’ professional trajectories in the context of continuous learning and use Mezirow’s (1978, 2012) transformative learning theory to frame the process of teacher professional growth aided by supportive communities. The professional trajectories that teachers chart for themselves can help them determine if transitioning into CS teaching is an appropriate choice for them as well as the knowledge, practices, and attributes they would need to develop (Luft et al., 2019). Research by Qian et al. (2018) also highlights the importance of understanding the backgrounds and motives of teachers when recruiting for CS. They found that teachers may have “hidden computing backgrounds” that are not always apparent, such as the mathematics teacher with informal programming experience. Moreover, experienced teachers tend to be committed professionals and much less likely to leave the profession than early career teachers (Garcia & Weiss, 2019), making experienced STEM teachers ideal recruits for pathways that enable them to transition into CS teaching (Code.org, 2017b). Additionally, as in all STEM areas, recruiting efforts must target teachers who reflect the diversity of the students they will teach (Montoya, 2017).

Teacher Professional Development

CS teacher preparation research is clear that the knowledge base for effective teaching includes CS content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Yadav & Korb, 2012). The CS content that teachers should know is aligned with the five core concepts of computer systems, networks and the internet, data and analysis, algorithms and programming, and impacts of computing in addition to the seven core practices that support computational thinking (K-12 Computer Science Framework, 2016). Fundamental to PCK in CS are the teacher’s knowledge of common student misconceptions and areas where students encounter learning challenges (Yadav et al., 2016).

Besides content and PCK, CS teachers should be prepared to engage economically, ethnically, and linguistically diverse students (Montoya, 2017). Teachers need to understand the importance of culturally relevant interactions to the persistence and success of students traditionally underrepresented in CS (Charleston et al., 2017). These cultural interactions may be reflected in CS course curriculum as well as in culturally sensitive teaching and assessment strategies that focus on what diverse groups of students know and can do (Ladson-Billings, 1995). In addition, cultural interactions presented through peer and community modeling, familial cultivation, and multifaceted mentoring can be strategically encouraged by teachers. These need be a part of CS teacher preparation, as these interactions have been shown to broaden the participation of African Americans and others in the CS educational pipeline (Charleston et al., 2017). Budge (2006) pointed out the importance of teacher leaders’ understanding the culture in rural schools in order to be successful. Rural students have particular needs to be addressed in PD, such as lack of access to experiences and resources, that can be supplied through community connections, field trips and contests (Lotter et al., 2020). In addition, school and school system leadership are critical in supporting teacher change (Whitworth & Chiu, 2015).
CS preparation for experienced teachers transitioning into CS teaching is further informed by research on effective PD. Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework highlights key features of successful PD identified from research (Borko, 2004; Knapp, 2003): content focus, active learning, coherence, duration, and collective participation. The framework has been used in STEM fields, including CS, to guide the development of PD experiences. For example, Qian and colleagues (2018) used the framework to design a PD program for teachers preparing to teach a new CS course for the first time. The program was delivered online and spread out over many months, which was viewed as advantageous because teachers could access the program’s materials when their schedules allowed. In addition, Buczynski and Hansen (2010) found PD that attends to the features of Desimone’s framework and considers factors that promote engagement increases the likelihood of teacher learning and changes that benefit student achievement.

**Teacher Leader Development**

The importance of teacher leadership to school improvement and student learning has drawn attention to the need for PD that prepares teachers for leadership roles (Angelle & DeHart, 2011; Berry, 2019; Wenner & Campbell, 2017). The need for teacher leadership development in STEM areas, including CS, is particularly critical due to the unique characteristics of STEM teacher leadership (Criswell et al., 2017). Criswell and colleagues argue that the demands of STEM teacher leadership are different than those of non-STEM teacher leadership, particularly with regard to new national standards, the constantly changing knowledge base in STEM fields, the limited emphasis on STEM learning in schools, and the paucity of school leaders with STEM backgrounds (Criswell et al., 2018). Competencies deemed central for STEM leadership PD include those in the areas of leadership, beliefs about STEM learning, STEM discipline content knowledge, and the capacity to integrate STEM and non-STEM disciplines (US Department of Education, undated). Of particular relevance to the proposed project is the structure of the National Science Foundation (NSF) Noyce Initiative to Increase and Mentor Physics and Chemistry Teachers (I-IMPACT) program and the conceptual framework that guided this work to prepare teacher leaders (Criswell et al., 2018). The concepts of STEM teacher leader as effective practitioner, as learning partner, as productive scholar, and as policy voice functioned as drivers for this multi-year PD effort. During PD the I-IMPACT Master Teacher Fellows engaged in sessions that focused on the development of content and PCK, teacher leadership skills and dispositions, mentoring and professional learning community practices, and dissemination of new understandings and practices. Additionally, Lotter et al. (2020) investigated STEM teacher leadership in rural areas, and noted that teacher leaders built strong relationships with students, provided students with new academic pathways to success, and built strong connections in the community.

**Research Questions**

The literature review informed the processes of this study, as seen by the importance of strategic and comprehensive recruitment of experienced teachers (Garcia & Weiss, 2019; Luft et al., 2011; Qian et al., 2018). Preparing teachers involves PCK, knowledge of common misconceptions, culturally responsive interactions, and CS content (Charleston et al., 2017; Qian et al., 2018; Yadav et al., 2016; Yadav & Korb, 2012). Supporting teachers as they move into leadership is central to the idea of creating master teachers, requiring school system support and guidance on the unique demands of STEM teacher leaders (Criswell et al., 2018; Whitworth & Chiu, 2015). Development of a program to provide CS Master Teachers relied on investigations into current program offerings at other institutions, as well as state requirements for CS endorsements. However, before attending to processes and development, viability concerning
infrastructure and interest in the targeted area had to be considered, for without those elements the project could not move forward.

In response to the current conditions in rural, high-need school systems this project investigated recruitment, preparation, and support necessary for 6-12 grade teachers to transition into CS from other STEM fields. The project was guided by questions in these three categories:

• Viability
  o What is the nature of the infrastructure needed to support CS instruction in rural, high-need school systems?
  o What is the interest among exemplary and certified 6-12 STEM teachers to engage in CS teaching and leadership opportunities and to participate in a Master Teacher learning experience that would enable them to do so?

• Processes
  o What processes could be used to recruit CS teachers from among the corps of exemplary and certified 6-12 STEM teachers?
  o What processes could be used to prepare exemplary and certified 6-12 STEM teachers with the CS content and culturally-responsive pedagogical content knowledge to teach CS to all students?
  o What processes could be used to support the success of new 6-12 CS teachers in the classroom and as teacher leaders?

• Development
  o What are the design elements and structure of a CS Master Teacher endorsement track for 6-12 teachers that is based on our developing understandings of CS teacher recruitment, preparation and support as well as the needs of rural, high-need schools?

Central to the project was the process of evidence-based decision making that lead to the design of a model CS teacher endorsement track, along with a teacher leadership endorsement, embedded within an existing Educational Specialist (EdS) degree program to support the transitioning of teachers into Master CS teachers from other STEM teaching fields. The EdS degree, which is more common in the Southeast and Midwest, is between a Master’s degree and Phd or EdD, and, in many districts, provides a pay increase (EdD Programs, 2022).

**Methodology**

To address the need for CS teacher leaders, a partnership was formed between a four-year university and a technical college. A Noyce capacity building grant was proposed and funded by the NSF, with a plan to gather information about the infrastructure needed to support grades 6-12 CS instruction in rural, high-need schools; interest among STEM teachers to pursue CS teaching and leadership opportunities; and the recruitment, preparation, and support processes pertinent to CS teaching.

The goal of the project was to engage in a structured process leading to the informed development of a CS/leadership program. Team members followed these steps:

• Step 1 (addressed viability): Conducted a needs assessment to determine the infrastructure needed to support CS instruction in rural school systems and interest among exemplary and certified 6-12 STEM teachers to pursue CS teaching and leadership opportunities,

• Step 2 (addressed processes): Investigated recruitment, preparation, and support processes pertinent to CS teaching and leadership, and
• Step 3 (addressed development): Designed a CS Master Teacher endorsement track within an existing EdS degree program that is based on our developing understandings of CS teaching, leadership, and the needs of rural schools.

**Project Phases**

The project had three phases, aligned with each of the steps listed above. The first phase involved visiting schools (virtually) and collecting information about the infrastructure to support CS instruction in rural school systems from grades 6-12 teachers, technology specialists, school administrators, and school supporters in this Southeastern state. Due to limited school access resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, 23 interviews were conducted via Zoom with stakeholders from nine different rural school systems before March 2021. School system interviewees are detailed in Table 1. Additionally, one female learning coordinator from a regional support center that provides PD to teachers in some of the included districts was interviewed.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School System Interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information sought included CS teacher interest, availability, qualifications, learning opportunities for teachers in CS content as well as in school and professional learning community leadership, and administrative and community support for CS instruction. The focus was on infrastructure to support CS instruction in high-need rural school systems. The project involved the development and refinement of interview protocols for interviews with School System Leaders, Teachers, and School Supporters. The interview protocols were built from protocols and surveys used in other NSF Noyce projects and described in the CS education literature (Burton & Johnson, 2010; Criswell et al., 2017; Lotter et al., 2020; Yadav et al., 2016). The interview protocols are presented in the Appendix.

The second phase of the project addressed recruitment, preparation, and support processes for CS teachers in rural school systems. To begin, data pertaining to programs that prepare CS teachers and those that provide leadership training to STEM teachers were collected. Programs were examined, with a focus on program structure, context, and content as well as outcomes. Attention was given to programs that support the transition of teachers into CS teaching from other fields with outcomes related to (1) culturally-responsive pedagogical knowledge to engage all students in CS learning and (2) leadership understandings and skills to support and sustain CS instruction within rural, high-need schools.

Next, data pertaining to the recruitment of participants to programs that prepare CS teachers and that provide leadership training to STEM teachers were collected. Phase two data in this area consisted of documenting different approaches to recruiting experienced, exemplary and certified teachers into programs that prepare them as CS teachers and those that provide leadership training to STEM teachers. Finally, data were gathered regarding strategies that support the success and persistence of new CS teachers and strategies that enable STEM (including CS) teacher leaders to position themselves as critical members of school and school system leadership teams and to promote the legacy of STEM (including CS) instructional programming and support leadership succession.

The third phase involved the design of a CS Master Teacher endorsement track within an existing EdS degree program, along with contextually-appropriate strategies that will be used to recruit exemplary and certified 6-12 STEM teachers to the program’s CS Master Teacher endorsement track and support their post-program experiences.

With the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions in March 2021, one researcher visited middle and high schools in five districts, accompanied by either the superintendent, assistant superintendent, or curriculum coordinator. Meetings were held with school principals, curriculum coordinators, and teachers to discuss the program. Visits with three additional superintendents were made during regional superintendent gatherings. The visits allowed confirmation of the interview data and interpretations, validation of the design of the CS endorsement track within the EdS degree program, and identification of teacher participants for a program to develop CS Master Teacher Fellows.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

Of significance to our information gathering efforts and directly to the design of our endorsement track is the cultural milieu of K-12 education in rural school systems. Many students are members of groups traditionally underrepresented in STEM fields, particularly CS (Code.org et al., 2020). Experienced STEM teachers, like those we hope to involve in the program, may not reflect the diversity of their students (Tio, 2018), which could impact their students’ learning
opportunities and success. Yet, many experienced teachers in rural areas have ties to the local community (Monk, 2007). These ties tend to ensure their longevity in the local school system and enable opportunities for long-term collaborations. Historically, rural school systems have suffered from lack of resources and isolation (National Association of State Boards of Education, 2016). These factors may mitigate against curricular and instructional innovation and improvement. Besides the review of research, these considerations influenced the collection and analysis of data as well as the design of the CS Master Teacher endorsement track.

**Question set 1. Data collection and analysis: Infrastructure and teacher interest**

This question set aligns with phase one. Researchers identified the data sources and interviews protocol items, informed by literature related to interview protocol design (e.g., Castillo-Montoya, 2016), strategic and representative sampling (e.g., Check & Schutt, 2012), and qualitative data analysis (e.g., Creswell & Guetterman, 2019).

To understand the infrastructure needed to support CS instruction in rural high-need school systems of this Southeastern state, researchers interviewed the leadership of a sample of nine school systems (see School System Leader Interview, Appendix). This sample represented about one-third of the 30 rural, high-need rural school systems to be the target of the program. Data gathered from the School System Leader Interview protocol was used to guide requests for two other interviews—one with 6-12 STEM teachers (Teacher Interview, Appendix) and the second with regional support centers and technical college staff members that serve the rural area (School Supporters Interview, Appendix). The Teacher Interview protocol was used to collect information from certified 6-12 STEM teachers with at least three years of teaching experience in the sampled school systems. The School Supporters Interview was conducted with staff and faculty working with rural, high-need school systems to support CS or teacher leadership efforts.

The interview data were analyzed qualitatively using descriptive coding (Creswell & Guetterman, 2019) to understand (a) the infrastructure needed to support CS instruction in rural, high-need school systems, including elements from outside the school system, such as regional support center and technical college staff, and (b) the interest among experienced and certified grades 6-12 STEM teachers in preparing for CS teaching and leadership as well as benefits and challenges associated with their decision. One researcher coded interview transcripts using NVIVO, scrutinizing interviewees’ comments in response to questions on the interview protocols. Initial codes were developed based on the areas of interest in the research questions, which corresponded with questions in the protocols. Codes were further refined based on interview responses, with new codes added until saturation was reached. Data were shared with three other researchers who checked the consistency of coded material within each of the codes, as suggested by Krathwohl (2009). Discussions were held until agreement was reached on the coded interviews. Attention within the analysis was directed to understanding how to increase the diversity of teacher participants along with the benefits and challenges that may impact participation.

**Question set 2. Data collection and analysis: CS recruitment, preparation, and support**

This question set aligns with phase two. A set of Teacher Interview questions asked about affordances and challenges that 6-12 STEM teachers associate with participation in an endorsement track that leads to CS certification as well as incentives that may encourage their participation. Similarly, School Supporter and School System Leader Interview questions asked about recruiting strategies found or believed to be successful in recruiting a diverse cadre of teachers to participate in voluntary PD, especially PD that focuses on CS and teacher leadership.
In addition, the Teacher, School Supporter and School System Leader Interviews included questions about the concepts and topics that should be included in a CS endorsement track as well as desirable means of content delivery and ongoing support for CS teaching and teacher leadership. These data were analyzed using the same method as described for Question set 1 above to understand the views of teachers, supporters, and school leaders regarding recruitment for a CS endorsement track and the content and delivery of a CS endorsement track.

Additionally, information was collected from the existing CS endorsement tracks embedded in degree programs and stand-alone CS endorsement programs operated by universities and regional support centers throughout this Southeastern state. Information sought was about teacher recruitment, endorsement track components, and the qualifications of endorsement track instructors. From these CS endorsement providers, information was also sought about CS endorsement track completers, with attention to the kinds and duration of support provided them. Information collected from these providers was compared with state CS certification requirements and guidelines proffered by national and state leaders in CS education (e.g., Coding.org., Georgia Learns, CS4GA). The information was sought from online sources. However, telephone conversations and email exchanges were also used as needed to secure the desired information.

The reviews of CS endorsement tracks and stand-alone CS endorsement programs were integrated with the interview findings as well as state certification requirements and information gathered from CS education leaders. The CS endorsement tracks and stand-alone CS endorsement programs were compared to determine commonalities and unique strategies and features. Information synthesized from these sources and coupled with the data gathered via interviews was used to guide the design of the CS endorsement track, including recruiting approaches and means of supporting CS teaching and leadership.

**Question set 3. CS Master Teacher endorsement track design**

Phase three, designing a viable CS Master Teacher endorsement track, required multiple points of consideration. Understandings constructed as a result of the project’s data collection and analysis phases provide guidance regarding the infrastructure needed to support CS teaching, means for recruiting CS teachers from the corps of 6-12 STEM teachers, and the processes for preparing and supporting CS teachers for the classroom and leadership roles.

Standards that govern the approval of CS endorsement programs in this Southeastern state were reviewed and guided the development of a CS endorsement program. In addition, investigated were means for embedding the CS endorsement and an instructional coaching endorsement in an EdS degree suitable for grades 6-12 STEM teachers.

**Results**

In order to assess the need and readiness to implement this project, the researchers conducted targeted interviews with individuals potentially impacted by the project. Over 20 interviews were conducted with questions focused on the four areas of research – infrastructure to support technology initiative in this rural area, technology content preparation for P-12 CS requirements, teacher and leadership development for CS focused roles, and support to participants following credentialing. The interviewees were representative of individuals in the target area and included principals, teachers, technology leaders, school district and regional support center leaders, and technical college representatives. These individuals responded to questions that would provide
guidance to the next steps of the project. The interviews were conducted in a question/discussion format to specifically determine the needs of teachers and school systems in the rural area.

**Viability**

**Infrastructure to support technology initiative**

For phase one, in discussions with representatives from the partner districts and regional support centers with regards to technology availability, questions were posed related to the availability of hardware and internet service within the area of the grant target. Of the more than 20 interviews conducted, 12 discussed this topic. Most of the respondents, 8 out of 12, characterized their hardware availability as minimal. Seven out of eight stated that wifi options were minimal or unavailable. Comments from interviewees included those that highlighted in-school challenges, such as, “...we have one laptop cart for the whole grade level with 25 teachers sharing,” as well as strengths, as seen in these comments: “...our wifi infrastructure is huge. It's very important to us”, “...we have the best infrastructure, the best resources, the best online learning resources I think available” and “...we have no connectivity issues at all.”

However, the following comments demonstrate that technology access in the community is lacking: “But when they get away from our school campus. Then the ball game changes. Big time. And that's where we're at a disadvantage”, and “...between 40 and 50% of our kids have good reliable fast internet connectivity at their home.” Additionally, one respondent commented that a large number of students, as well as some teachers, in their rural area did not have internet access at home at all. Districts have tried to address this lack of access by providing hotspots, as seen in this comment: “...we can either send it [hotspot] home with kids or place them on buses in strategic locations throughout the county.”

**Interest among teachers**

Incentives played an important part in appealing to experienced STEM teachers. Offering an online program with flexibility built in to the courses would increase interest, as teachers were reluctant to engage in a program that would require travel and did not take their needs into consideration. One interviewee mentioned the importance of additional coursework to “...build that coaching piece,” increasing teacher interest by possibly offering an additional instructional coaching endorsement. Teachers and administrators also expressed their desires for CS education, as seen in these comments: “...So any type of professional development that can teach me how to be better at allowing my students to produce things. That's what they like to do in that class. It made it more interesting for them” and “...But ideally, if I had some teachers who could get the endorsement, they would be more comfortable in what they were doing and it would be, it would be better.”

**Recruitment, Preparation and Support Processes**

**Recruitment potential**

Of the over 20 interviews, 18 spoke to the importance of developing a recruitment strategy. The topics that arose during the interview discussions included that alignment to current teaching or STEM topics would make the program more compelling, which was mentioned by 13 interviewees. For example, comments included: “...how computer science is used in biology or mathematics or physics” and “...data science and data analytics and everything really has a place in every single subject, you know, for the STEM fields.” Another important recruiting strategy that was mentioned during the interviews was the option through the grant to offer a stipend or
tuition for completion of the endorsement, as seen in this comment: “…So I think doing something like that, it just shows that you're putting an actual value on the teachers’ time.”

**Technology content preparation for P-12 CS requirements**

This Southeastern state requires that CS courses be offered in middle and high schools. Beginning in the 2021-2022 school year each local school system was required to have at least one high school in its school system that offers a CS science class, and all middle schools in the school system were required to offer instruction in exploratory CS. Each state charter school that has high school students must offer a course in CS and each charter school that serves middle school students must offer a class in exploratory CS. Beginning in the 2022-2023 school year each local school system was required to have at least 50% of their high schools offer a course in CS and in the 2023-2024 school year, all high schools are required to offer a course in CS.

Interviews with individuals in the target area included questions about preparation for the upcoming state requirement that CS be offered in every district. Respondents stated that though most had heard of this new requirement that little had taken place in order to prepare for full implementation. Some districts have access to the CS endorsement, mainly through area technical colleges and regional support centers. Even though rural areas had access to the CS Endorsement, most technical colleges and regional support centers offered it in a face-to-face format. Those that were interviewed indicated that this was a barrier to completion due to travel time and costs associated with enrolling. As a result of this barrier, only a small number of teachers in our target area had completed the endorsement.

Interviewees had over 40 comments about preparations that were taking place in order to meet the CS requirements, such as past PD: “…I went to the AP Summer Institute for the class itself so that I could teach you know that particular AP class. And that was helpful in as far as you know, the course itself” and “…by going to a couple of technology conferences and things like that. That's kind of where I would go to the code.org class or I would go to the … robotic class and that kind of thing.”

**Culturally responsive pedagogy content**

Content that was responsive to the needs of students and their communities was one focus of interviewees’ wishes. For example, one administrator mentioned “Find community businesses that rely on CS…see a potential career associated with CS” as important components of building a CS program within the school or district. Another comment mentioned areas of interest to students such as “…gaming, robotics, agricultural aspect...farmers using drones.” Other possible areas of interest in the specific rural communities include military and medicine, two career pathways available to interested students. To address these areas of opportunity for rural students, researchers partnered with a medical school, an agricultural extension, and a local military base to provide field trips and information to teachers in the EdS program, and their students. Teachers in the EdS program will also be provided guidance on establishing student organizations and community partnerships.

**Teacher & leadership development to support CS focused roles**

A major focus of this endorsement development was to determine the interest/value in developing those enrolled in the CS Endorsement for a leadership role following credentialing. Many of the interview respondents, especially those who are currently teaching, felt very strongly about having specific information about how to support others and serve in a leadership role in CS after earning the endorsement. Some of the interviewees were already being called upon by their
district to assist on CS development teams or were serving to support new teachers in CS. They were positive about offering this support; however, they felt they needed additional knowledge about serving in these roles. Comments included: “…helping the teachers that are in the endorsement to see themselves, not as just teachers, but as teacher leaders. And to build those skills and to be able to communicate” and “…if they were to get endorsed, I would love for them to be the expert in that field to provide some professional learning to other teachers as well as administrators as well to do that.”

Support to participants following credentialing

It became clear as the interviews were being conducted that the participants had varying levels of commitment to participating in an endorsement. Some of these feelings were due to the lack of contact/support from instructors of the courses, others because of feeling that they did not have sufficient information to lead their classroom CS instruction. What came to light from many of the interview participants was a need for follow-up support/coaching. Many commented that just having someone to talk to about CS instruction/lessons or to hear about successes was critical in the outcome of this project. Positive comments about having a mentor include: “… He's somebody that I can go to, because I know that he's had that problem before or with a project that he used to do. Like, I can't get it to work. You know, brainstorming” and “…it just provides that safety net for these teachers that are jumping into something that they've never done before and having somebody that they can go to and have a conversation with I think is really important.”

CS Master Teacher Endorsement Track Development

Additional goals included developing a program that would enable completers to obtain a CS endorsement as well as an instructional coaching endorsement on their teaching license. Resources used to inform creation of the endorsement were reviews of CS endorsement tracks and stand-alone CS endorsement programs, interview findings, state certification requirements, and information gathered from CS education leaders. Researchers also analyzed the CS tracks available to high school students, and the CS endorsement practice test and information. Advice and desires for included components in the program, as seen in interviews, were content that could be incorporated into an existing math or science course, synchronous online courses, office hours so teachers could ask questions outside of class time, and ideally a length of three courses for the endorsement, with multiple program entry points. Faculty also defined key assessments and points within the program where those will be administered, in order to assess teacher progress as well as program success. Three faculty members from a local technical college will provide mentoring for teachers as they learn and practice CS content. Partnerships with a medical school, agricultural extension and military base were formed to provide relevant experiences to teachers and their students. Additionally, field experiences were incorporated into the coursework.

Struggles with the creation of the CS endorsement included the initial desire to include relevant content knowledge at a depth appropriate for a CS student in college, as well as adequate practice in pedagogical dimensions such as lesson creation, anticipation of student errors, planned purposeful questions, practice teaching the lessons, assessment, and analysis of student work. An initial program plan was created, with options for three, four or five courses. Discussions of interview results and information about existing programs, as well as university program constraints on the length of endorsement programs, led to the final creation of a three-course sequence. The division of content for the three courses, as determined by the state CS teacher certification standards, was undertaken several times, in an attempt to have a logical structure for the endorsement program. The realization that the proportion of standards devoted
to a specific topic did not have to be matched by the proportion of those standards in the courses allowed for the development of a program with emphasis on areas of most importance to teaching CS in high schools, along with adding CS content into existing STEM-related disciplines, as was desired by teachers (see Table 2). Once it was decided that the endorsement would be three courses, design began on incorporating the CS endorsement along with an instructional coaching endorsement into an EdS program, to provide the necessary instruction and support for developing master CS teachers.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS Endorsement Courses</th>
<th>Course title</th>
<th>Course description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Securely Navigating the Digital World</td>
<td>This course introduces components of computers and networks, including data representations and types of storage. Network components and their effects on performance will be discussed. Computer and network threats and vulnerabilities will be examined. Students will be able to identify safe, secure, ethical digital behavior.</td>
<td>Course content addresses required state standards. Interviewees recommended fitting content into three courses. Teachers indicated that flexibility would increase their interest, so this course was created as a stand-alone course to allow multiple entry points into the three-course endorsement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous World of Programming</td>
<td>The focus of this course is on creating algorithms to solve problems, and developing those algorithms into robust programs. Students will become proficient at using a third-generation programming language, including testing, debugging, and documenting programs according to industry best practices. Students will use their knowledge of program development to plan lessons for P-12 students to use computer science in problem-solving and decision-making situations.</td>
<td>Course content addresses required state standards. Two programming courses are provided, as programming knowledge and fluency were desired by teachers. This course begins with algorithms to build confidence in programming and provide a model of CS pedagogy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications and Data Science</td>
<td>Programming skills will be used to develop robust programs addressing problems in the community or in the areas of mathematics, business, and various science disciplines. Students will create lesson plans and assessments for implementing equitable computer and data science instruction related to those areas. In addition, strategies for developing leadership opportunities to further computer science education, establishing community partnerships, and building student organizations will be discussed.</td>
<td>Course content addresses required state standards. This course continues to build confidence in teachers while providing content related to current area of teaching, such as business, math, or science, as requested in interviews. This course also addresses interviewees’ desire for relevance to students by providing guidance on community partnerships and creating student organizations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

A process of evidence-based decision-making, informed by interviews conducted with stakeholders, resulted in the design and development of a model CS and instructional coaching teacher endorsement sequence within an EdS program. The sequence supports the transitioning of grades 6-12 teachers into CS from other STEM teaching fields, positioning them to be leaders in incorporating CS instruction into their schools. The aim of the EdS degree program is to increase the number and diversity of well-prepared CS teachers and their leadership potential for rural, high-need school systems. The development of a program for CS teacher leaders was similar to that seen in the Criswell et al. (2018) project developing STEM teacher leaders.

Vivian et al. (2014) found CS endorsements were offered in face-to-face, hybrid, and online formats; to address interview comments that face-to-face format was a barrier, the EdS program will be delivered online. In line with other programs (Columbus State University, undated; Oconee Regional Educational Service Agency [RESA], undated), the CS endorsement is three semesters and includes content, pedagogy, and a CS-focused field experience.

The CS endorsement is situated in a four-semester EdS program that also includes an instructional coaching endorsement. The program will provide learning opportunities specific to CS teacher leadership in schools, such as assessing a school system's CS offerings and alignment of the offerings in grades K-12, and developing and delivering CS-related PD to teachers and school leaders. This answers the desires expressed in interviews for information about how to support others and serve in a leadership role, as well as the call from Criswell et al. (2017) concerning the critical need for teacher leadership development in STEM areas.

Stakeholder interviews revealed multiple considerations when recruiting certified 6-12 STEM teachers to participate in a CS endorsement embedded within an EdS degree program. Interview protocols addressed areas of concern identified in the literature, such as support from their communities (Luft et al., 2011), backgrounds, motives, and experience (Qian et al., 2018). School system leader interviews found that school leaders were supportive of teachers who wished to earn a CS endorsement. Teachers interviewed for the program were living in the communities in which they teach, and thus understand the culture of their students, as recommended for success (Budge, 2006). Teachers were motivated by the potential to increase student engagement, and indicated that stipends would be an additional motivation. For this reason, funding for stipends will be sought. Teachers also indicated that CS endorsement courses need to help teachers connect the CS content they are learning to other STEM courses they teach. For example, biology students could model the growth of bacteria. This ability to integrate CS into other disciplines was highlighted by the US Department of Education (undated) as an important competency for STEM leadership.

The CS endorsement courses were informed by literature on CS teacher preparation, PD, standards, and stakeholder interviews. Coursework includes both content and pedagogy, as recommended by Yadav and Korb (2012). The endorsement courses also highlight CS career options available to 6-12 students living in rural communities. Three career options were identified as medical fields, agriculture, and the military, and researchers focused on finding candidates for partnerships and working to solidify those partnerships. These partnerships will provide community connections, experiences and resources, which are particular needs of rural areas (Lotter et al., 2020). The CS endorsement meets tenets of successful PD as outlined in Desimone (2009), such as content focus, duration, and collective participation. The cohort of teachers will support each other as they move through the program together, focused on CS, for three semesters.
Interviews revealed that teachers desired some form of collaboration and mentoring, which will be provided with some synchronous and collaborative sessions. Mentoring will continue after the endorsement, in the form of follow-up support and instructional coaching. Instructors from a local technical college will provide mentoring for the first cohort, and, in turn, the first cohort will provide mentoring for future cohorts. In this way, support for CS education in rural schools is strengthened and sustainable.

**Implications**

This project responds to the need for well-prepared and certified CS teachers with leadership potential in rural, high-need school systems. Team members used a three-phase investigation of viability, processes, and development to identify obstacles and affordances related to the development of a CS Master Teacher endorsement track. The project highlights a mechanism that over time has the potential to increase CS learning opportunities for students in rural, high-need school systems utilizing well-prepared teachers. An expected outcome of this project was the presentation of an evidence-based process to examine the recruitment, programming, and support associated with the development of CS teachers for rural, high-need school systems. The process provided a better understanding of the affordances and challenges associated CS instruction in rural schools. In addition, a model CS Master Teacher endorsement track to support rural, high-need school systems was designed and coupled with an instructional coaching endorsement in an EdS degree program, to increase the number and diversity of CS teachers in rural, high-need school systems by drawing from the corps of exemplary and certified 6-12 STEM teachers. Through iterative study and discussion of curricular possibilities, CS and education faculty used findings from stakeholder interviews and existing programs to make decisions about the number of courses, course content, and learning outcomes of the CS endorsement portion of the EdS degree program.

Moreover, the project strengthened partnerships between the university, regional support centers, school systems, a technical college, non-profits, and state government agencies. For example, researchers formed close partnerships with eight rural districts, who will commit to recommending teachers for the program in the upcoming year. Partnerships with the state department of education and state-wide CS initiatives will serve to strengthen and guide CS course content, including future learning opportunities in such areas as web design, cybersecurity, and robotics. The continuing partnership with a local technical college will provide mentoring support for teachers in the EdS program. In addition, partnerships with non-profits in the areas of military, medicine and agriculture will provide knowledge of those areas to the teachers, and opportunities for future career pathways for their students. Overall, these partnerships will function to advance the statewide agenda to increase the number and preparedness of CS teachers.

**Future Directions**

The development of the Master Teacher CS program, which consists of a CS endorsement and an instructional coaching endorsement within an EdS program, has provided an opportunity for teachers in high-needs rural areas to gain credentials in leadership in CS. Future plans include enactment of the described recruiting process to channel existing STEM teachers into the EdS program, through an NSF Master Teaching Fellowship grant. This would provide stipends to teachers, which was mentioned in the recruiting interviews as an incentive. Having a cohort of STEM teachers participating in the EdS program will allow for program evaluation, and give direction for future improvements to the CS endorsement as well as the program as a whole. Continuing research on the effectiveness of the program will include investigations into the
teaching practices of the teachers who complete the EdS program, concerning CS courses as well as the use of CS content in the existing STEM classes taught by the teachers. In addition, opportunities exist for teachers to add to their CS knowledge through future courses provided through partnerships developed in this project.

Limitations

Although portions of the process may be usable to endorsement program designers and researchers in other geographical areas, this project was specifically designed to address the need for CS teachers in rural, high-need school systems. Partnerships were formed with non-profits in the fields of medicine, agriculture, and military, which may not be appropriate partnerships in all geographical areas. Furthermore, state standards were part of the guidance in the content of the CS endorsement. Therefore, the findings relative to technology infrastructure needs, course delivery methods, endorsement content, and situation of the CS endorsement within an EdS program may not generalize to urban or suburban geographical areas, or to rural areas that do not have high-need systems.
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Appendix

Interview Protocols

School System Leader Interview

What are your school system’s CS offerings?

What are the number, qualifications, certifications, and years of service of grades 6-12 teachers teaching CS courses?

What are the instructional materials used by teachers of CS courses?

What are the CS and leadership professional development opportunities for 6-12 teachers in your school system?

What opportunities for teacher leadership of CS instruction exist within the school system?

What is the likely interest among the school system’s 6-12 STEM teachers to participate in an endorsement program that leads to CS certification?

What are the affordances and challenges associated with 6-12 STEM teachers’ participation in an endorsement program that leads to CS certification?
To what extent does your school system collaborate with RESAs, technical colleges, and Mercer University in supporting CS instruction and teacher leadership development?

What recruiting strategies have you found or think might be successful in recruiting a diverse cadre of teachers to participate in voluntary PD, especially PD that focuses on CS and teacher leadership?

What concepts and topics should be included in a CS endorsement program?

What are desirable means of content delivery and ongoing support for CS teaching and teacher leadership?

Teacher Interview

How many years have you been teaching?

In what areas have you taught and what certifications do you hold?

What have been your experiences in school leadership?

What is your interest in participating in an endorsement program that leads to CS certification?

What do you see as the benefits and challenges associated with your participation?

What incentives might encourage you to participate in an endorsement program that leads to CS certification and leadership development?

What recruiting strategies do you think might be successful in recruiting a diverse cadre of teachers to participate in voluntary PD, especially PD that focuses on CS and teacher leadership?

What concepts and topics should be included in a CS endorsement program?

What are desirable means of content delivery and ongoing support for CS teaching and teacher leadership?

School Supporters (e.g., university faculty and support center staff) Interview

What is the nature of the CS support you have provided to area schools?

What are the number and background of the teachers you supported in CS?

What have been the length and the outcomes of CS or teacher leadership activities and initiatives supported?

What are possible future opportunities to support CS instruction and teacher leadership development in rural school systems?

What is your interest in partnering with Mercer University to support CS instruction and teacher leadership development in rural school systems?

What recruiting strategies have you found or think might be successful in recruiting a diverse cadre of teachers to participate in voluntary PD, especially PD that focuses on CS and teacher leadership?

What concepts and topics should be included in a CS endorsement program?

What are desirable means of content delivery and ongoing support for CS teaching and teacher leadership?
Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic on Experienced Introductory STEM Instructors’ Teaching Practices

Sarah Boesdorfer
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Abstract

Professional development for STEM instructors and facilitating change in their instruction requires understanding current practices along with what motivates or causes them to change their teaching practice. Teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic caused a lot of change in how courses were delivered in-person or online, but it also provided opportunities for instructors to change the teaching method used in the courses, potentially shifting towards more student-centered practices. Some commonly cited barriers to faculty changes were removed or lowered during this time and instructors had to think about their teaching due to the nature of the pandemic. Opportunity for change was present which could provide lessons for professional development and STEM reform efforts. This article reports on the analysis of experienced introductory STEM instructors’ syllabi before, during, and after the full Covid-19 pandemic academic year 2020-21. Focus group interviews were also conducted to explore how teaching was impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. Findings suggest that little changed in instructional strategies, and that the experience likely reinforced teaching practices from prior to Covid. There was no indication of intent to improve or change instruction in anyway. Take aways for professional development and teaching reform with experienced STEM faculty are discussed.
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There are numerous efforts, supported by research, to change teaching practices in higher education to be more active and inclusive of all students in the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines (Dewsbury et al., 2022; Freeman et al., 2014; Theobald et al., 2020). However faculty have continued to use mainly traditional, passive teaching strategies within these classes (Stains et al., 2018). Barriers to changing their teaching practice often cited by STEM faculty include limited time to instill the change, their teaching practice not valued as part of their job, and relatedly a lack of a culture of support to instill the change (Henderson et al., 2012; Jacobson & Cole, 2020; Sturtevant & Wheeler, 2019). In addition, if instructors are content with their pedagogy and student success, they will not perceive a need to change their practices, but discontentment with their pedagogy can lead to changing their practice (Southerland et al., 2011). Instructors who feel supported in their attempts to change their teaching practice (Bathgate
et al., 2019), along with discontentment about their teaching and the need to change their practice (Henderson et al., 2011; Southerland et al., 2011) are in an environment in which teaching change can occur. The Covid-19 pandemic teaching, especially in the 2020-21 academic year, potentially provided this environment to invoke change in STEM instructors’ teaching. By its very nature there was new environmental features for the classes, class structures, and support systems. All of these can be change agents (Borrego & Henderson, 2014), and the reflecting on their teaching during this time could have led to discontentment, and thus to change (Carlson et al., 2019). Because instructors had no choice to go online and interrupt their normal teaching practices, pandemic teaching might have led to instructional change in their teaching as they returned to ‘normal.’

With some conditions supportive of teaching change during the Covid-19 pandemic, the questions become: Did it inspire change for instructors, specifically experienced instructors?, And in what way? Given the importance of introductory STEM courses in students’ continued pursuit of or initial interest in STEM majors (Graham et al., 2013) and the general resistance of these courses to reformed teaching practices (Stains et al., 2018), the impact of the Covid-19 teaching on these courses specifically was of interest. Could the pandemic help motivate lasting change in introductory STEM teaching? Lessons from the impact of the pandemic on teaching practice can be used for faculty professional development and our understanding of how to support and inspire instructional change among collegiate STEM instructors. This article provides a description of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the teaching practices of experienced introductory STEM instructors at one Midwestern public university, R2: Doctoral Universities – High research activity classified (The Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, n.d.), to better understand how enforced sudden change impacted teaching practices in introductory STEM courses of experienced instructors.

**Context**

Like most institutions, in March 2020 the university shifted all courses online mid-semester and finished the semester online and away from campus. Due to social distancing requirements in Fall 2020, more than 80% of courses shifted to completely online courses for the semester. This declined some in Spring 2021 with more smaller classes choosing some version of a blended or hybrid course, but a large majority of the courses offered were still online, especially at the introductory level. In Fall 2021, social distancing requirements were lifted for classrooms and classes could meet in person again with little restriction on spacing, but masking was required. There were still options to teach courses online or with a blended method, but a large majority of courses returned to their pre-covid meeting structure.

Like many places, numerous additional opportunities for professional development were available to instructors in Summer 2020 and Fall 2020, and even still in Spring 2021, though this semester was closer to the typical number of professional learning opportunities available to instructors. Many of these opportunities involved learning technologies like Zoom, recording and creating videos, or other educational technologies. However, this was not the sole focus of the professional learning; some mixed the technology with the teaching strategy, e.g. incorporating groupwork or group discussions in an online course, while others focused mainly on teaching strategies that might help with the difficulties seen in an online course, e.g. strategies for alternative assessments. There were opportunities for instructors to learn through formal campus professional development workshops/courses as well as through informal groups and resources, which had not been available previously. In addition, some potential barriers to change were removed, including
the waiving of the use of student surveys as an evaluation of teaching and a ‘stop the clock’ options for all in tenure-track positions.

Methods

With Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, a survey was sent out through email to all introductory STEM instructors at the institution who had taught the same introductory STEM course prior to the Spring 2020 semester, during the 2020-2021 academic year (pandemic teaching), and teaching it in Fall 2021 (return to ‘normal’ semester). Because the course needed to be taught by the same instructor over this period, it significantly limited the pool of instructors compared to the total number of introductory STEM instructors. The short survey had demographic questions, an assessment practice question, and then asked the participant to attach syllabi from the three semesters. They were also asked if they were willing to participate in a follow-up focus group interview. In addition to collecting syllabi through the survey, requests were made to each STEM department for the syllabi for the semesters in question. Syllabi from the three focus time periods instructed by the same person each semester were located for 14 introductory STEM courses (N =14) including the disciplines of biology, chemistry, geology, physics, agriculture, accounting, and mathematics. Instructors of these courses included both tenure-track and instructional (non-tenure track) faculty.

From the survey volunteers, focus group interviews were conducted with six instructors in mid-November. The semi-structured interviews occurred in pairs through Zoom lasting 30-45 minutes. Only two of the interviewees were from the same department, and they were not interviewed together. Five of the six interviewees were instructional (non-tenure track) faculty; but all had more than five years teaching experience at the collegiate level. The open-ended interview questions asked the instructors to talk about their teaching during the pandemic and in the current semester, including changes they made and why or things they kept and why. They were also asked what impact they thought the Covid-19 pandemic had on their teaching. Focus group volunteers received a $50 gift card for their time.

Data Analysis

The syllabi were analyzed using the Measuring the Promise syllabi rubric (Palmer et al., 2014). Using the components present in the syllabus, this rubric provides a score for the syllabus, categorizing the syllabus as content-focused (0-16 points), transitional (17-30 points), or learner-focused (31-46). As Palmer et al. states, this score is indicative of the syllabus not necessarily the classroom practices. Each syllabus was scored independently then scores were collected and compared by course. In addition, after scoring for each course, a list of differences in assignments, procedures, objectives, scoring, and any other part of the syllabus was created, keeping track of the changes by semester using the pre-pandemic syllabus as the ‘baseline’ for the course.

Focus group interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim for analysis. The transcripts were read and a constant comparative method for coding was used to identify categories or codes for the statements from the interviewees (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). The codes which emerged included technology/technology use, student engagement, student attendance, teaching methodologies, and student expectations.
Results

Syllabi from fourteen (N=14) introductory STEM courses taught by the same instructor prior to the Covid-19 pandemic (Fall 2019 or prior), during pandemic teaching restrictions (2020-2021 academic year), and in the return to ‘normal’ semester (Fall 2021) were collected.

Course Meeting Structure Changes

All the courses were taught in person prior to the pandemic, ranging in size from 20-25 person sections to large lectures with 50 - 300 students. Some of large lectures had a separate smaller lab section once a week but was considered part of the course. Since not all courses had labs associated with them, this laboratory aspect of the courses was not examined in this study. As mentioned, during the 2020-21 academic year (pandemic teaching) social distancing placed limitations on the number of people allowed in rooms, thus all of these courses, no matter what size, shifted fully online. Five courses (36%) met synchronously online during their scheduled times, three courses (21%) shifted to completely asynchronous courses with no scheduled meeting times for the course, and five courses (36%) shifted to recorded lectures with one weekly synchronous online discussion or ‘work time’ scheduled. There was one course for which the structure of the course was not clear from the syllabus. During Fall 2021, all courses could return to ‘normal’ which meant they could resume in person with no limitation on number of people (masks required) in the classroom. Twelve of the fourteen (86%) returned to their original pre-pandemic structure, meeting in person at the scheduled times. One course stayed fully online as it had been during the 2020-21 academic year, and one indicated it would start online for the first three weeks, and then shift to in person lectures. Thus, for the most part by Fall 2021 the introductory STEM courses collected returned to the pre-pandemic course meeting structure.

Course Activities Changes

When these syllabi were scored with the Measuring the Promise rubric (Palmer et al., 2014), only one of the courses shifted categories from transitional to learner-focused for all three time periods (See Table 1). This course had a high score prior to the 2020-21 school year and added a more detailed and specific course schedule to the syllabus bumping its score higher and into the next category.

Table 1
Summary of Category Scores for Collected Syllabi by Academic Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Content-Focused (0-16 pts)</th>
<th>Transitional (17-30 points)</th>
<th>Learner-Focused (31-46 pts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2019 or prior</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-21 year (Covid teaching)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2021 semester (Return to ‘normal’)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 14 syllabi for each year. The numbers in each category represent the same syllabi. Only 1 course’s syllabus shifted categories over each academic year.

This was a similar change for most of the syllabi. Most of the courses changed scores by 2 or 3 points due to the addition or removal of a course calendar/schedule from the syllabus or the
change in assessments (typically the number) in their courses, but this was not enough to change their categorization. Comparing raw scores from prior to the pandemic (Fall 2019) to the return to normal semester (Fall 2021), 5 of the 14 scores (36%) lowered 1-3 points, 3 (21%) had no change in score, and 6 (43%) increased their raw scores by 1-4 points. As seen in Table 1, most courses were in the transitional category before the Covid-19 pandemic, so there was opportunity to become more learner-focused, but based on what was given on the syllabi, they did not significantly (>4 points) change. Almost the same number reduced their scores as improved it, but again not by enough to change categories and suggest a change in the overall focus (content or learner) of the course.

In terms of specific changes made to the courses as evident in the syllabi, the consistent change that was seen across all the courses was the distribution of points over course assessments. Nine courses (64%) changed the points structure for the course during the 2020-21 school year, reducing the portion of the total points in the course which come from exams; exams were less determinate of the course grade by 5% to 20%. This change however did not last; only 3 out of the 9 kept the same points structure in Fall 2021, the other 6 changed again increasing the portion of the course grade from exams. However, they were all still below the pre-pandemic level. Three of the courses (21%) removed exams all together during the 2020-21 school year replacing them with papers or weekly quizzes, but all three returned to exams in Fall 2021. Most of the changes made in the 2020-21 academic year that were sustained into Fall 2021 were minor and related to technology. For example, students started turning in homework online which continued, or two extra homework assignments were added in the semester (and thus typically more opportunity to drop the lowest scores). It was not a change in the assignment or requirements for the course. Language or the tool used might have shifted slightly as well; for example, one course went from calling them units to modules and a switch in the type of “clicker” being used by students to collect formative assessment data was present in another.

**Focus Group Interviews**

The focus group interviews (N= 6) provided some clarity and details to the syllabi review and the impact of 2020-21 school year teaching on their teaching practices. As mentioned above across the three focus groups, the instructors commented on topics of technology/technology use, student engagement, student attendance, teaching methodologies, and student expectations. All six instructors discussed a piece of new technology they had learned and were continuing to use in their classes (e.g., recording lectures or online homework system). Three of the six discussed a technology they learned that was helping with students’ accessibility to course materials (e.g., a simulation that replaced an activity that was continuing to be used for absent students or as extra engagement for students who wanted it). None of the instructors mentioned the technology changing how they approached teaching or what they did with their students; the technologies just helped them do what they had been doing and “getting it” to the students. They all saw these technology skills and available technology resources they now had as a positive outcome of Covid-19.

The biggest topic the instructors discussed in all the focus groups was student engagement in classes and student attendance. All six instructors agreed that student engagement in their courses during 2020-21 school year was extremely poor overall and they were not seeing much change during the Fall 2021 academic year; attendance was down, with almost all (4) explicitly stating or agreeing that it was the worst they had seen in their careers. When it came to questions about how it was impacting their teaching practices or what they saw in the future for their teaching as a
result, only 1 of the 6 indicated they were considering any changes to their teaching because of the pandemic teaching experiences: “It’s going to change a lot how I teach the gen ed courses for sure.” He went on to mention trying to create a more problem-based course in future semesters as the plan. The rest indicated that it provided support for what they had been doing prior to the pandemic was what they should be doing in the course: “It did cement my belief in the way that I teach this class” or the changes mentioned were rather minor detail of content and not larger structure: “so I created PowerPoints again, which were completely from scratch, so I really had to re-, I had to look at every class session, kind of with fresh eyes.” Other than the single instructor, no one indicated that they had changed or plan to make significant changes in the way they taught or approached their introductory STEM course, nor did they indicate that they saw a need to change it.1

Limitations

As mentioned previously, due to the focus on experienced instructors, introductory STEM courses, and a single university, the data sources for this study are limited and thus may not apply broadly. In addition, the research depended on written syllabi and teacher reported descriptions of their teaching practices to understand the classrooms; instruction was never directly observed. Reported practices might be different from what occurred in classes. However, the sample does include a range of experienced instructors across numerous disciplines and syllabi; as syllabi are ‘contracts with students’, they tend to capture at least the requirements that lead to course grades. Finally, this study looked at teaching immediately following the return to ‘normal’ teaching from the Covid-19 pandemic, but it could take longer for the pandemic teaching experience to impact teaching.

Discussion

As described above, the Covid-19 pandemic did not significantly change the teaching of introductory STEM courses by experienced instructors when compared to their pre-Covid teaching practices. Despite reduction of some barriers (e.g., student evaluations not used, time given for teaching) and greater opportunity for professional development, the instructors continued their courses as they had; they just learned a new piece or two of technology to help them do what they were already doing in their classes (e.g., technology to collect and grade homework rather than on paper or technology to record a lecture). They could have added flipped classroom methodologies, replaced exams for more authentic forms of assessments, or other active learning strategies and structures shown to improve student learning in STEM (Freeman et al., 2014), but they did not and did not indicate that they even were wanting to try it in a partial format moving forward. As another change they could have even added metacognitive strategies or strategies shown to improve student success (McGuire, 2015) after their students struggled during the full pandemic teaching year, but again there was no indication that they did this or planned to. There were hints of changes to practice towards more methods shown to support all students. For example, removal of exams or reduction of percentage of the grade which comes from exams can support all students, but these changes did not stick. They returned to pre-pandemic teaching practices or close to it. For the participants in this study, with the exception on one interviewee, there does not seem to have been

1 Issues with cheating were mentioned in two of the three focus group sessions, but it never became a significant topic of conversation. An instructor mentioned it, another commented on it, and then they moved on in the conversation.
enough pedagogical discontentment (Southerland et al., 2011) or proper conditions for known strategies that support STEM teaching change (Borrego & Henderson, 2014), like changes in policy, to cause a change in the instructors’ teaching practices. In fact, the focus group interviews suggest that for many experienced instructors the experience teaching during Covid reinforced their current teaching strategies rather than challenged them, which could be problematic for future change especially if current practices lack much active learning.

While there were opportunities for teaching change given the environment and reduction in barriers cause by teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic, the other conditions of life and teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic may have brought up other barriers to teaching change (Musgrave, 2022). In addition, while barriers were removed to support teaching change, much of the work was still on the individual instructor due to the nature of the pandemic itself. The professional development was on Zoom, and the development of learning communities, again unless on Zoom, was halted. So while there was organizational support, there may not have been community for the support, and teaching change often needs community, stagnating if it must come from individual instructors (Reinholz et al., 2021; Sturtevant & Wheeler, 2019). And change is hard, especially in higher education STEM (Reinholz et al., 2021; Stains et al., 2018). That no change was seen for these instructors is understandable, but that does not mean we should not learn from the experience.

**Implications**

This study provides evidence that evidence-based strategies to support teaching change such as those suggested by Borrego and Henderson (2014) must be implemented in the right conditions and likely without sudden mandates or upheavals if they are going to stay. The upheaval of Covid-19 had these experienced instructors looking for ways to do what they were already doing in the class, only now aided with technology, and convinced them that what they were doing was what they should have been doing. We likely need to motivate STEM instructors and help them find a reason to improve or change their teaching in the best of times, rather than the worst of times.
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Abstract

This study examined secondary pre-service science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices, the engineering design process, and the scientific method before and after an intervention. Participants were ten pre-service science teachers. Data were collected through a survey and semi-structured interviews. Results show that after the intervention pre-service science teachers developed an understanding of science and engineering practices and used more engineering-specific language when describing them. They also developed an understanding that both engineering design process and scientific method are cyclical and iterative and that the two processes share many practices, but the biggest difference between them is in their purposes. Pre-service teachers also said that the redesign process in engineering design, and the repetition of steps can occur at any point in engineering design process and scientific method. These findings have implications for science teacher education, and teaching and learning of science and engineering design in schools.
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The Next Generation Science Standards [NGSS] (NGSS Lead States, 2013) emphasize the integration of engineering design in science instruction. The NGSS define engineering design as, “an iterative cycle of design that offers the greatest potential for applying science knowledge in the classroom and engaging in engineering practices...” (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Although the NGSS accentuate the integration of engineering design in science instruction most science teachers lack the understanding of science and engineering practices (Antink-Meyer & Meyer, 2016), and the engineering design process (Mesutoglu & Baran, 2020; Hynes, 2012) to effectively teach
engineering design integrated science (EDIS) lessons to their students. In this paper, EDIS is described as teaching and assessing both engineering design and science core ideas and practices in a lesson. Researchers have attributed this problem to teachers’ lack of training in engineering design (e.g. Haag & Megowan, 2015; Fantz et al., 2011; Custer & Daugherty, 2011; Carr & Strobel, 2011). For example, Haag and Megowan (2015) found that high school science teachers lacked knowledge about engineering design because they never received training in engineering design during teacher preparation. Similarly, Banilower et al. (2018) reported that only 13% of high school teachers, 10% of middle school science teachers, and 3% of elementary school teachers had college coursework in engineering. Yet, the success of engineering design integration in science instruction will largely depend on science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices, engineering design, and how to integrate engineering design in science lessons. For example, science teachers’ superficial understanding of engineering design can lead them to simply relaying the steps of engineering design process to their students, instead of providing detailed explanations of the purpose and rationale for the steps (McCormick, 2004). Thus, there is need to develop science teachers’ understanding of the NGSS practices, and engineering design process for them to provide effective EDIS instruction in schools.

Researchers are beginning to take note of this gap in teacher preparation and are investigating ways science teacher preparation programs can best prepare pre-service teachers to integrate engineering in science instruction. However, the research on this topic is still nascent. For example, at the secondary level, few studies (Kim et al, 2018; Mesutoglu & Baran, 2020; and Kitly & Burrow, 2019) have investigated pre-service science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices. Most studies on engineering design in teacher education have focused on elementary teachers (e.g. Kang, Donovan, & McCarthy, 2018; Duncan, Diefes-dux, & Gentry, 2011). As such, researchers have called for more research on engineering design in secondary science teacher education (e.g. Aminger et al., 2021; Kilty & Burrows, 2019; Carr & Strobel, 2011; Custer & Daugherty, 2009). We also believe that more research on pre-service science teachers’ understanding of the NGSS practices, and engineering design is warranted as the findings will contribute to teacher training, and the teaching and learning of science and engineering design in schools. Teachers can effectively infuse engineering design into coursework, if they are familiar and comfortable with the engineering design process.

With these considerations in mind, the purpose of this study was to examine secondary pre-service science teachers’ understanding of the NGSS science and engineering practices, as well as their understanding of engineering design process and scientific inquiry before and after an intervention in a science methods course. This study was guided by two research questions, (a) what are secondary pre-service science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices, engineering design process, and scientific inquiry before and after the intervention? And (b) what are secondary pre-service science teachers understanding of the relationship between engineering design process and scientific inquiry before and after the intervention?

**Literature Review**

As noted above, research is beginning to emerge on how to develop secondary science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices, and engineering design process. In the review that follows, we briefly highlight research on the call for engineering design integration in science instruction before turning our attention to science teachers’ understanding of engineering design process.
Inherent in both engineering and science disciplines are the eight science and engineering practices prescribed in the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) which are: Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering); Developing and using models; Planning and carrying out investigations; Analyzing and interpreting data; Using mathematics and computational thinking; Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering); Engaging in argument from evidence; and Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. However, researchers contend that there are differences between science and engineering. For example, Cunningham and Carlsen (2014) posited that the Developing and using models practice in science assists in explanation and prediction, while engineers use this practice for analysis and evaluation.

Although the NGSS emphasize science and engineering practices in science teaching, studies show that teachers lack understanding of the NGSS practices. For example, Antink-Meyer and Meyer (2016) explored teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices in relation to authentic research and design case studies. They found that teachers’ understandings of these practices were plagued by four misconceptions. First, teachers identified outcomes as the driver of the process, rather than the initial research questions. That is, their focus was primarily on how the information would be used to understand the processes in which the scientists or engineers engaged, rather than on the process for generating that information. The second misconception was that science and engineering were part of a hierarchical relationship, in which full realization and maturation of science is only evident when applied through engineering design. The third misconception was that creativity in scientific investigation was inappropriate because creativity was closely tied to subjectivity. Fourth, teachers said the end result of research must be a tangible product or idea, rather than a process. In a similar study, Mesutoglu & Baran (2020) reported that teachers held low understanding of “identifying problem” practice in engineering design process, confirming earlier findings (e.g., Hynes, 2012). However, teachers had a good understanding of the contribution of engineering to the society and the iterative nature of engineering design process. Such gaps in teachers’ knowledge of engineering design process can pose a huge challenge in their attempt to integrate it in science instruction. Likewise, Frantz (2011) said science teachers with limited engineering design experience are not likely to integrate certain design elements such as optimization techniques involving mathematical and analytical reasoning in science instruction. Yet, these practices are critical for students to be successful in science learning through engineering design process.

Other studies have reported on teachers’ self-reported knowledge of the NGSS practices. For example, Kang et al., (2018) asked teachers to self-report which science and engineering practices they felt most knowledgeable about and confident in teaching them to their students. Teachers reported having the most knowledge and confidence in teaching the following two practices: Analyzing and interpreting data and Asking questions and defining problems. On the other hand, teachers reported having less knowledge of and confidence in teaching the practices of Using mathematics and computational thinking and engaging in argument from evidence. In another study, Yasar et al., (2006) surveyed science teachers’ perceptions and understanding of design, engineering, and technology (DET). They found that teachers felt that DET was important and should be included in K-12 curriculum. Middle school teachers placed the greatest amount of importance on incorporating DET into the curriculum, followed by high school teachers and then elementary teachers. Despite this, teachers at all levels indicated that they were unfamiliar with DET and did not feel confident in teaching it, though the least experienced teachers felt the most prepared by their preservice teacher training, possibly because of the emphasis of engineering
design in recent standards and preservice preparatory programs. Similarly, Hsu et al (2011) reported that while elementary teachers identified DET as an important component of K-12 curriculum, they expressed unfamiliarity with DET and were neutral about their ability to teach it.

Research also shows that teacher professional development (PD) workshops on engineering have enhanced teachers’ understanding and perceptions of engineering design. For example, Kilty and Burrows (2019) reported that before the intervention, teachers held novice understanding of engineering and how to teach it. After the intervention they demonstrated a better understanding of engineering design, and their perceptions improved. They attributed teachers’ change in their understanding and perceptions of engineering to the explicit instruction on engineering design. Similarly, French and Burrows (2018) reported that the intervention on engineering design in teaching Methods course reinforced preservice teachers’ focus on planning lessons which included science and engineering practices.

On the other hand, some researchers have reported that professional development had minimal impact on teachers’ conceptions of engineering design. For example, Boesdorfer (2017) engaged high school chemistry teachers in an active one-day PD workshop on the NGSS practices and the engineering design process followed by monthly meetings online, during which the teachers learned more about integrating engineering design into their classrooms and created integrated activities. Prior to the intervention, teachers’ conceptions of engineering in the classroom involved simple definitions with “a real-world problem to design for -- and missed the important aspects of engineering design” (p.4). Post-intervention, many teachers still held this belief and struggled with student-centered problem definition. While post-PD teachers did incorporate more NGSS practices into their lesson plans (i.e. developing solutions and carrying out investigations), they struggled to incorporate the iterative nature of the engineering design process.

The NGSS also emphasize on teachers’ understanding of scientific inquiry for effective engineering design integrated science teaching in K-12 classrooms (NRC, 2012). However, studies continue to show that teachers do not have sound understanding of scientific inquiry. For example, Barnes et al. (2015) reported that teachers felt that there was an exact or correct scientific inquiry that needed to be followed to collect accurate results. Gauch (2003) also stated that the presentation of scientific inquiry as a set of linear steps, oversimplifies and misconstrues real scientific investigation process. Similarly, Windshitl et al. (2008) argued that the scientific inquiry as it is presented in K-12 science classrooms is a misrepresentation of contemporary scientific practices as it positions experimentation as the only means to generate data, and it focuses on reporting patterns rather than providing explanations.

It is evident in the literature that research on engineering design in secondary science teacher education is still nascent. Literature review also revealed that most science teachers have not received training in engineering design and how to integrate engineering design in science instruction. As such, teachers’ misconceptions about the NGSS engineering practices, may be rooted in their lack of exposure to engineering design. Thus, there is a need to provide training to science teachers for them to develop the understanding of engineering design (Kim et al., 2019), and how to integrate it into science instruction (French & Burrows, 2018). In addition to providing opportunities to improve teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices and engineering design, researchers suggest that such professional development programs should also address the similarities and differences between science and engineering (Antink-Meyer & Meyer, 2016; Bybee, 2014).
Therefore, this study reports secondary pre-service science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices, the engineering design process, and the scientific inquiry before and after an intervention.

Methodology

Design and Participants

One group pre-posttest design was employed in this study. Participants were seventeen pre-service science teachers enrolled in a secondary science teacher education program at a research university. Participants were ten female and seven male pre-service teachers from the postgraduate Master of Teaching (PGMT) program and the Bachelor of Arts and Master of Teaching (BMT) program. Specifically, 13 pre-service teachers (4 in Chemistry, 5 in Biology, 2 in Physics, and 2 in Earth Sciences) were in the PGMT while the remaining four were in BMT. The age range for PGMT was 24-29 years while the age range for BMT was 22-25 years. The PGMT pre-service teachers enrolled in the program after earning their bachelor’s degrees prior to pursuing the MT degree. Fourth year BMT pre-service and first year PGMT students take the same courses over a 2-year period in our science teacher education program. Upon completion of the program both BMT and PGMT pre-service teachers receive a Masters in Teaching (MT) degree, and a science teaching license for grades 6–12. We have used pseudonyms of the participants throughout this paper. None of the participants had formal K-12 science teaching experience. Additionally, none of them had experienced NGSS in high school because NGSS were published and implemented after they all entered college. However, three PGMTs had degrees in engineering and worked in industries before enrolling in our program.

Intervention

Before the intervention on engineering design integrated science teaching in science methods course, participant pre-service teachers took courses that addressed the following topics: educational contexts; adolescents’ learning and development; integration of language and literacy in content areas; special education; learning theories; and history of science. They also took a science method course that covered the nature of science, and active-learning instructional strategies (e.g., inquiry, problem- and project-based learning, engineering design integrated science, argumentation, case-based learning, and the Predict-Observe-Explain and 5E models of instruction). For each instructional method, pre-service teachers participated in a lesson taught by the instructor modeling the instructional method, and then designed lesson plans, activities, or units exemplifying the instructional method. The intervention on the NGSS practices, engineering design, scientific inquiry, and how to integrate engineering design in science teaching was done in a second science methods course in two spring semesters. In each semester, the intervention took six weeks. Four instructors led the intervention: Two engineering professors, one engineering education professor, and one science education professor. The intervention was designed for pre-service science teachers to: Become familiar with the New Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 2012) and the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013); Learn how to read the NGSS; Understand and apply disciplinary core ideas, cross-cutting concepts, and science and engineering practices; Understand and apply engineering design process; Develop understanding of similarities and differences between engineering design and scientific inquiry; Develop engineering design integrated science (EDIS) units and activities; Develop teacher guide manuals for EDIS instruction; and Create a collection of EDIS teaching and learning resources.

Instructional Model and activities. We adopted the informed engineering design framework (Chiu et al., 2013) to guide our instruction during the intervention (See Fig. 1). The framework is
designed to help make engineering design processes explicit for teachers or students. Additionally, the informed engineering design framework guides learners to develop engineering design skills and science concepts through inquiry.

**Figure 1:** Informed Engineering Design Instructional Model. (Chiu et al., 2013)

The Intervention objectives were achieved through individual and group activities, and EDIS instructional materials development. First, pre-service teachers learned about the principles of engineering, the role of engineering in society, prominent engineers in the US. Second, pre-service teachers participated in an activity where they were challenged to build a solar-powered car using the materials (see Schnittka & Richards, 2016) that were provided. Pre-service teachers defined the challenge, developed knowledge, redefined the problem, ideated solutions, tested and evaluated the prototypes, and revised their prototypes. Pre-service teachers then presented their cars, the design process, energy transformation processes, and their reflections on the design process to the class. In this activity, pre-service teachers learned about solar energy, engineering design process, and NGSS practices by responding to the design challenge.

Third, pre-service teachers learned about the similarities and differences between scientific inquiry and engineering design process through activities that illustrated both processes. Specific examples were provided during the discussion. For example, during the solar-powered car activity pre-service teachers were asked to identify the NGSS practices that applied to engineering design process and scientific inquiry, and both.

Fourth, pre-service teachers were involved in analyzing commercially prepared engineering design integrated science activities for representation of engineering design process and science and engineering practices prescribed in the NGSS. The goal for this activity was for pre-service teachers to learn how to identify science and engineering practices in activities prepared by others before they started developing their own activities.

Fifth, pre-service teachers were engaged in characterizing engineering design integrated science activities from online sources (e.g. TeachEngineering- [https://www.teachengineering.org/](https://www.teachengineering.org/)) for the nature of integration using a continuum model which identifies activities into five categories: *Independent engineering design,* *Engineering focused,* *Balanced engineering design and science,* *Science focused,* and *Independent Science* (Mumba & Ochs, 2018). The goal of this
activity was for pre-service teachers to gain the skill for determining the nature and extent to which engineering design and science are integrated in commercially prepared activities.

Sixth, participating pre-service teachers completed a resource collection assignment that was developed for pre-service teachers to create engineering design resources they would use to teach engineering design integrated science in their classrooms. For each resource, the preservice teachers were asked to provide the following information, title, science concepts/topics the engineering design resource would address; brief description of how the resource would be used to teach science concepts and engineering design in science classrooms; science and engineering practices, disciplinary core ideas, and crosscutting concepts the resource is addressing; modification(s) they would make for the engineering design resource to effectively address the identified science concepts.

Seventh, each pre-service teacher created a teacher guide manual, and EDIS units. The creation of these artifacts demonstrated their knowledge of the engineering design process and skills for developing EDIS curriculum materials. Throughout the intervention, pre-service teachers frequently presented their work and discussed their EDIS units in groups to receive feedback, and thus reinforcing the iterative design process.

Below are summaries of additional example EDIS activities that were implemented in our intervention.

**Slime mold quarantine.** This engineering design integrated biology activity is designed to engage learners in engineering design process, while learning about the characteristics of slime mold (Holder et al., 2019). Additional goals of the activity are for students to: (a) to apply the steps of the engineering design process, (b) Understand that the engineering design process is fluid and iterative, (c) Understand that questions posed in science can be solved with solutions designed through engineering design, (d) Identify aspects of the slime mold quarantine lab as steps of the engineering design process, (e) Make observations to determine if they were successful and then use this data to make design revisions, and (f) Communicate their findings using scientific and engineering language.

**Energy-plus home design challenge.** Pre-service teachers were engaged in designing energy efficient home using the simulation created by Concord consortium (https://concord.org/newsletter/2015-fall/designing-energy-plus-home/). The Energy3D activity is designed to engage learners in the NGSS science and engineering practices. The integrated capability of concurrent design, simulation, and analysis within Energy3D enables participants to test and evaluate multiple design ideas through virtual experimentation. Pre-service teachers were tasked with designing an energy-efficient house that, over the course of a year, produces more renewable energy than the energy needed for heating and cooling. Pre-service teachers were also expected to meet a set of design criteria and constraints. For example, the house should have one of these specified architectural styles: the size cannot be too big or too small, and the cost must not exceed the budget. The activity enabled teachers (a) to apply engineering design process and learn more about energy concepts, (b) simulate situations that are not possible to create in a lab (e.g. waiting for very long time to collect data on energy use in a real house), and (c) to experience low-cost alternatives to expensive experiments.

**Teaching Osmosis through engineering design.** This engineering design integrated biology activity that is designed to engage learners in learning about osmosis through engineering design process (Rice et al., 2022). This unit encouraged pre-service teachers to apply their own scientific
understanding and engineering design skills to solve problems. Prior to the start of the unit, teachers were introduced to the engineering design process. Pre-service teachers learned that the engineering design process is both iterative and flexible. The unit is designed so that learners would achieve the following learning objectives: (a) understand the properties of the cell membrane; (b) understand types of cellular transport -- specifically osmosis; (c) learn about isotonic, hypertonic and hypotonic solutions; (d) learn and apply the engineering design process to solve a problem; (e) understand that engineering design is a process that involves redesigning the solution; and (f) demonstrate engineering design skills.

Scientific inquiry and engineering design process. Pre-service teachers learned how the engineering design process is similar to, but different from the scientific inquiry, as this is an area that is essential for teachers to understand for effective integration of engineering design and science in science classrooms. Similarities between the two processes emphasized during the intervention include: the cyclical (iterative) nature; the identification of a problem or question; the need for background research; the need to make observations; the need to conduct a test; data collection; and the need to communicate findings. When highlighting the differences between the two processes, central to the conversation was the fundamentally different purpose of each process: engineering design is used to create solutions for real-world problems and the scientific inquiry is used to discover information about the natural world. Table 1 shows additional differences between engineering design and scientific inquiry addressed in the intervention.

Table 1.
Differences between Engineering Design Process and Scientific Inquiry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering Design Process</th>
<th>Scientific Inquiry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: Designing solutions for real world problems.</td>
<td>Purpose: Discovering information about the natural world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creates a new thing</td>
<td>Creates new knowledge through describing existing things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success = positive impact on people/society</td>
<td>Success = gaining new knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background research includes people.</td>
<td>Background research mainly scientific literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addresses needs of people</td>
<td>Addresses an investigative question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works with the artificial world.</td>
<td>Works with the natural world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently considers many ideas</td>
<td>Frequently considers only a single hypothesis once conducting experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototypes used to learn how to better meet people’s needs (and to uncover those needs)</td>
<td>Experiments used to address an investigative question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work reviewed by consumers/users</td>
<td>Work reviewed by peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At any point in time, lots of good solutions</td>
<td>At any point in time, only one best answer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Sources

Data was collected using a questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. This questionnaire has six main open-ended items designed to assess pre-service teachers’ understanding of the NGSS science and engineering practices, engineering design process, and the scientific inquiry (see Appendix A). The questionnaire was developed by the researchers. The items are aligned with the concepts that were addressed in the intervention. After developing the questionnaire, it was evaluated for content validity by two experts, one in science education and the other one in engineering education. The questionnaire was revised based on the feedback from the experts. Then, the questionnaire was administered to four students, who were not part of the study, to establish if the items were clear to respondents. We revised the questionnaire items using the feedback from the four students. The participant pre-service teachers completed the questionnaire before and after the intervention. First, pre-service teachers were asked to describe the following terms: engineering, engineering design process, design challenge in engineering, and design solution in engineering. Second, the pre-service teachers were asked to explain the similarities and differences between the scientific inquiry and the engineering design process. Third, pre-service teachers were asked to describe each of the eight NGSS science and engineering practices.

Following the intervention, the pre-service teachers were interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol (see Appendix B). All interviews were audiotaped and transcribed. Each interview was 30 minutes long. Pre-service teachers were asked to explain the meaning of the eight science and engineering practices. Pre-service teachers were asked to draw and explain their conceptions of the engineering design process and the scientific inquiry. Participants were also asked to describe the similarities and differences between engineering design process and scientific inquiry.

Data Analysis

We used the inductive method as described by Thomas (2006) to analyze both the questionnaire responses and interview data. The questionnaire analysis occurred in two phases. In the first phase, two researchers independently reviewed preservice teachers’ pre- and post-intervention responses, identifying emerging themes across participants’ responses for each question. Following independent analysis, researchers met to discuss their findings. Any similarities in themes were retained for further review, and excerpts were identified that exemplified the theme across responses. Where differences existed, the researchers went back to the questionnaire responses to come to a consensus. In the second phase, the emerging themes were grouped into main themes. For example, all themes on science and engineering practices were combined. By doing so, we were able to look at more global themes regarding preservice teachers’ understanding of the NGSS practices, engineering design, and scientific inquiry before and after the intervention. Interview transcripts were analyzed using the same two-phase procedure outlined above. Following analysis, interview themes were compared with those from the questionnaires to identify main themes across both data sources.

Findings

Data analysis revealed the following four main themes (a) increased use of engineering-specific language among pre-service teachers when describing the NGSS practices; (b) increased understanding of the NGSS science and engineering practices among pre-service teachers; (c) pre-service teachers’ understanding of both the engineering design process and scientific inquiry as cyclical and iterative processes, and that they have different purposes; and (d) pre-service teachers said the redesign process in engineering design, and the repetition of steps can occur at any point.
in engineering design process and scientific inquiry. We present each theme in turn, below. Example excerpts have been provided to exemplify each theme.

**Teachers’ increased use of engineering-specific language**

Before the intervention, pre-service teachers’ descriptions of the NGSS science and engineering practices were mainly situated in a scientific domain. After the intervention, there was increased use of engineering design-specific language among teachers when describing the NGSS practices. For example, when asked to describe the practice of *developing and using models*, words such as creation, representation, and explanation were used with consistent frequency across the pre and post intervention responses. However, after the intervention pre-service teachers used more engineering design terms, (e.g., prototype, design challenge, and design solutions) in describing the NGSS practices. Prior to the intervention, no participant pre-service teacher mentioned prototype in survey responses, while most post-intervention responses included the word prototype. For example, prior to instruction Sam described the “*developing and using models*” practice as “finding a tangible resource to understand a science concept,” whereas after the intervention, he described the same practice as “creating prototypes in form of physical or digital models to solve the problem.”

Similarly, prior to the intervention, pre-service teachers’ understanding of *planning and carrying out investigations* practice was largely situated in a scientific inquiry-like procedure, in which scientists develop and implement a procedure to collect data and draw conclusions. After the intervention, most participants used engineering design specific language, (e.g. discussion of constraints, solving problems, and using prototypes), in addition to science-specific language. For example, prior to the intervention, Jena described the *planning and carrying out investigation* practice as “coming up with an inquiry that will test a hypothesis under a specific set of conditions.” Following the intervention, she described the same practice as follows:

“…to plan an investigation, you have to think through the problem and come up with all the parameters, and constraints you will need to work within, then develop a procedure for running it. To carry out the investigation, you follow your procedure, collect data, analyze, redesigning or explaining failures when necessary”

The post-intervention emergence of engineering design language was also evident in preservice teachers’ descriptions of the *analyzing and interpreting data* practice. Before the intervention, no participant pre-service teacher included engineering design language in the description of this practice.

**Teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices**

In addition to the increased use of engineering design language displayed by the pre-service teachers, they also demonstrated understanding of the NGSS science and engineering practices following the intervention. For example, prior to the intervention the *using mathematics and computational thinking* practice was largely conceptualized as something that only occurs during data analysis to help researchers understand results. After the intervention, pre-service teachers identified additional application of *mathematical and computational thinking* practice in science and engineering, including the validity of the data collection process, expressing a concept or postulate inform of a formula, making predictions, creating mathematical or computational models, and representing data, relationships between variables, and design solutions. The expanded understanding of this practice among pre-service teachers is evident in the following interview excerpt:
“Originally, I thought that it was like literal math…and I guess in a way you do use a lot of math, but I think that it’s more focused on both math and computational thinking. So, can you break this problem down into smaller parts to look at it? Can you take this problem apart and identify what the constraints are for the best solution? You represent the main concept in a formula or model” (Anita)

Pre-service teachers also developed an understanding of the *Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information* practice. Prior to the intervention, none of the participant pre-service teachers attempted to describe “evaluate” information in science and engineering. After the intervention pre-service teachers were able to explain the *Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information* practice very well. For example, Selena said, “Obtaining is gathering background or contextual information or results. Evaluating is judging what information is relevant or useful for a particular argument or position. Communicating information is presenting what you know in clear and concise dictation”.

**Teachers’ Understanding of Engineering Design Process**

To assess pre-service teachers’ understanding of the engineering design process (EDP), we asked them to describe the EDP both in the survey and interviews. Prior to the intervention, pre-service teachers viewed engineering design as a process engineers used to solve a problem. However, participants did not provide details on the type of problems engineers solve using engineering design process. For example, Jackson said “It is inquiry in which to test a problem and discover the solution”. None of the participants said the engineering design process is used by engineers to solve real-world human problems. Other participants described engineering design from a classroom instructional perspective. For example, Katie wrote “engineering design process is where students are presented with a problem, and they have to design a solution for it. In the process, they learn about the concepts”. Some participants provided more of a definitional response. For example, Victoria described the engineering design process as, “the application of science and technology in building something”. Additionally, most pre-service teachers tended to conceptualize the engineering design process primarily as building to the exclusion of other components of the process, such as gathering background information, testing, redesign or communicating the findings. Although pre-service teachers listed at least two steps of the engineering design process before the intervention engineering design steps were vaguely listed and uncoordinated, and mostly reflective of the steps of the scientific inquiry. Furthermore, most pre-service teachers viewed engineering design as a rigid linear process before instruction.

After the intervention, pre-service teachers provided detailed descriptions of the engineering design process. While words such as building, and designing were still prevalent, they were now situated within a multi-step engineering design process, which included the NGSS practices. For example, Sharon provided the following description of the engineering design process:

“Engineering design process can start by identifying a problem and following up with background research to get the full extent of the issue at hand. Then, engineers brainstorm a multitude of ideas for solving the problem and select the best or combination of best ideas to build a prototype out of. The Prototype is then run through tests which will assess the effectiveness of the solution in solving the problem. Usually, following testing engineers redesign their prototypes that it better meet the problems and specifications. However, redesigning can occur at any point in time during the engineering design process. Engineer’s then share their process and product often in the form of a presentation or portfolio”
As shown in the excerpt above, Sharon included choosing the best solution, analyzing data, communicating findings, and justifying the design solution in her description of the engineering design process. Similarly, following the intervention, there was more reference to the cyclical and iterative nature of the engineering design process among pre-service teachers. Participant teachers subscribed to the importance of redesign, and the need to optimize solutions in engineering. For example, Jim provided the following response in the interviews:

“Before I didn't really know too much about engineering design. I thought it was . . . more linear process. Once you've found your solution to the problem, that's it. Whereas now, after having learned it, spent the semester talking about it, it's more circular in nature where you're constantly refining, and I guess it can really be applied to just about anything”

Pre-service teachers also acknowledged that the redesign process and the repetition of steps can occur at any point in the engineering design process. For example, in concluding his description of the engineering design process Jackson said, “... Everywhere throughout this process there is a potential to redesign and refine the solution.” Figure 2 shows the EDP diagram Jackson drew during the interviews. He viewed EDP as a cyclical process with redesign and refining as a separate entity that could occur at any time.

**Figure 2. Jackson’s illustration of the EDP after intervention**

After the intervention, pre-service teachers also indicated that one can start a design problem or challenge from any step in the engineering design cycle. Furthermore, pre-service science teachers acknowledged that there are other engineering design processes beyond the one described in the intervention.

Prior to the intervention, preservice teachers focused on the creation of only one design solution. Following the intervention, participants mentioned that one can suggest several design solutions and choose the best solution to develop a prototype. For example, during the interviews Andrea said:

“First, engineers identify the problem or challenge. Then, they do research to develop their background knowledge. From there, they come up with multiple solutions that they can narrow down to one best (for now) solution. They will create their prototype, test their prototype, and present their results”
Additionally, after the intervention, participant teachers used more engineering design specific language (e.g., prototype, constraints, optimization, challenges, and design solutions) in describing engineering design. Pre-service science teachers also acknowledged that building and testing a prototype is an important element of the engineering design process.

**Teachers’ understanding of the Scientific Inquiry & Engineering Design process**

Pre-service teachers were asked to describe the scientific inquiry before and after the intervention. Before the intervention, most participants viewed scientific inquiry as a linear process. For example, Selena wrote “Scientific inquiry is a linear process that involves conducting experiment, data collection, and analysis”. After the intervention, most teachers provided detailed descriptions of the scientific inquiry and referenced the following steps: Formulating question; developing a hypothesis; performing background research; designing an experiment; testing the hypothesis through experimentation; analyzing the data; and communicating the results. Pre-service teachers also said that the scientific inquiry deals with the natural world. For example, Katie wrote that “scientific inquiry is a process of understanding the world around us (nature, environment, interactions) and developing knowledge”. Additionally, in the interviews, most participants said the scientific inquiry was cyclical in nature.

Participant teachers were also asked to describe the similarities and differences between the engineering design and scientific inquiry. Before the intervention, pre-service science teachers mainly focused on the differences between the two processes. Most responses lacked detailed information to distinguish the scientific inquiry and the engineering design process. For example, Jackson said “Scientific inquiry is more focused on asking questions and then doing trials to see if you were asking the right question. Engineering design process is more about starting with a question and working to find the answer or solution.”. After the intervention, pre-service teachers were explicit on the similarities and differences between scientific inquiry and engineering design process. Most teachers referenced specific steps as common between the two processes. For example, conducting background research, designing and/or implementing a test, and communicating results were the most mentioned common steps between the scientific inquiry and the Engineering design process. They also viewed both processes as cyclical and iterative. For example, Figure 3 shows Sharon’s drawings of the engineering design and the scientific inquiry during the interviews.

![Figure 3: Post intervention Sharon’s view of the engineering design and the scientific inquiry](image-url)
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When considering the differences between the two processes, pre-service science teachers cited the purpose of each process as a hallmark difference between them. Most preservice teachers viewed scientific inquiry as a process for answering questions or providing explanations and the EDP as focused on solving human problems. For example, Anita shared:

“Scientific inquiry attempts to answer a question while the engineering design process attempts to solve a problem. Scientific inquiry deals with the study of the natural world around us, while the Engineering Design process deals with the creation of an artificial world to solve real world problems.”

Similarly, after the intervention, most pre-service science teachers stated that the scientific inquiry deals with the natural world, while the EDP addresses the artificial world. For example, Jim said “Scientific inquiry involves discovering the natural world by asking questions. Engineering design involves identifying a real world or human problem and developing a solution to fix the problem.”

**Discussion**

Results show that after the intervention participant pre-service teachers developed understanding of science and engineering practices, engineering design process, and scientific inquiry. They also increased the use of engineering design-specific language when describing practices. These results are in keeping with those reported by Kilty and Burrows (2019). On the other hand, our findings are in contrast with those reported by other studies. For example, Boesdorfer (2017) reported that after the PD, many chemistry teachers still held low understanding of science and engineering practices. Similarly, in an exploratory study, Antink-Meyer and Meyer (2016) reported that teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices were plagued by misconceptions. Kang et al. (2018) also found that most teachers reported lack of knowledge in the NGSS practices such as Using mathematics and computational thinking and engaging in argument from evidence. Yasar et al. (2006) and Hsu et al. (2011) posited that teachers indicated unfamiliarity with design, engineering and technology and they did not feel confident in teaching them.

Participant pre-service teachers’ understanding of the engineering design process is also in contrast with the results in previous studies. For example, Hynes (2012) reported that even after the intervention most middle school science teachers displayed inconsistent level of understanding of the engineering design process, as most of them demonstrated more knowledge for the “construct a prototype” and “redesign” than other steps. Researchers have attributed teachers’ misconceptions about the engineering design process to lack of exposure to engineering (e.g., Banilower et al., 2018; Haag and Megowan (2015). For example, Haag and Megowan (2015) reported that high school teachers lacked knowledge about engineering design because they never received instruction in engineering during teacher training. In our study, we provided training in engineering design to participant pre-service teachers through several EDIS activities designed to enhance teachers’ understanding of engineering design, and how to integrate engineering design in science teaching.

Another major finding in this study was the pre-service teachers’ understanding of the cyclical and iterative nature of both the engineering design process and scientific inquiry after the intervention. Participant pre-service teachers also acknowledged that there was more than one version of engineering design process, and scientific inquiry but they all serve the intended purposes in their disciplines. Similarly, Mesutoglu & Baran (2020) reported that after the
intervention, teachers developed understanding of the iterative nature of engineering design process. However, this finding is not in keeping with the results reported in earlier studies. For example, Hynes (2012) found that middle school teachers did not have a good understanding of the cyclical nature of the engineering design process. Similarly, Barnes and Angle (2015) reported that many science teachers said there was one exact or correct scientific inquiry that needed to be followed to collect accurate results. Antink-Meyer and Meyer (2016) also reported that teachers mainly considered scientific knowledge as the foundation of engineering and ignored the commonalities between the two disciplines. Our participant pre-service teachers understanding of the cyclical nature of engineering and scientific inquiry can be attributed to two reasons: First, throughout the intervention both scientific inquiry and engineering design process were taught as cyclical processes; and the pre-service teachers were involved in developing EDIS instructional materials to address both scientific inquiry and engineering design processes. Thus, we believe that through engaging in and developing EDIS units and activities, most pre-service teachers came to understand the cyclical and iterative nature of both engineering design and scientific inquiry. We also suggest that science teacher education programs should emphasize that teachers’ understanding of the differences and similarities between engineering design and scientific inquiry is essential for effective EDIS instruction, and that focusing on only one of them misses the opportunity to provide a complete understanding of both processes among teachers and their students.

Overall, our study shows that the intervention positively impacted on the pre-service science teachers’ understanding of science and engineering practices, engineering design and scientific inquiry. The following possible explanations for our results merit consideration. First, we believe the collaboration of two engineers, an engineering educator, and a science educator played a significant role in the success of the intervention. Engineers came into the intervention with practical experience in developing engineering education curriculum materials and working with in-service teachers. Some of the activities pre-service teachers did in the intervention were created by the two engineers and one engineer educator. The science education expert provided pedagogical strategies for integrating engineering in science teaching. This collaboration of engineers, engineering educator, and science educator in preparing pre-service teachers in engineering is rare. Many studies on engineering in teacher education have reported collaborations between science educators (Capobianco et al., 2020; French & Burrows, 2018) or between science and mathematics faculty members (e.g., Nesmith & Cooper, 2021). Second participants may have been motivated to learn more about engineering design because current science education reforms require them to incorporate it in science instruction. The presence of the three pre-service teachers who had degrees in engineering played a role in this intervention. During the activities we observed the three participants taking leading role in group engineering design activities and explaining design elements to other members of the group. We also observed preservice teachers who had scientific research experience explaining scientific inquiry process to their members of the group. Some of our pre-service teachers were career changers. They had worked as scientists or engineers in industries. As such, we believe these variables contributed to participant pre-service teachers understanding of practices, engineering design and scientific inquiry. Third, participant pre-service teachers were immersed in authentic EDIS activities that explicitly addressed the NGSS practices, engineering design process, and scientific inquiry. Therefore, it is possible to assume that pre-service teachers’ experiences with such EDIS activities enabled them to learn more about the NGSS practices, engineering design process and scientific inquiry. Fourth, pre-service teachers were engaged in developing EDIS units and activities, and teacher guide manuals. They were
required to demonstrate how the appropriate NGSS dimensions (core ideas of science and engineering design, practices, and crosscutting concepts) were addressed in their units. In the teacher guide manuals, pre-service teachers were required to describe engineering design process and provide clear directions that other teachers can follow to develop their own EDIS instructional materials. Through these tasks, participant teachers were directly engaged in learning and applying the NGSS science and engineering practices, engineering design process, and scientific inquiry.

The growth demonstrated by pre-service teachers in their understanding of the NGSS practices, and engineering design, and their increased use of engineering specific language when describing the practices have implications for science teacher education. For example, preservice teachers’ low conceptual knowledge of engineering design reported in our pre-intervention results and in previous studies should be a call to action in science teacher education. Science teacher education programs should refocus their science methods courses to explicitly address engineering design to ensure that pre-service science teachers are adequately prepared to teach science and engineering design as prescribed in the NGSS. We believe an implicit instructional approach to engineering design in science teacher education is likely to limit the opportunity for teachers to develop a deeper understanding of the engineering design process and how to integrate it in science instruction. Likewise, an implicit EDIS instructional approach is unlikely to have positive impact on students’ understanding of engineering design and science core ideas outlined in the NGSS.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

Although the findings in this study cannot be generalized due to a small number of participants, our findings suggest the evidence to support the need for professional development on engineering design for secondary pre-service science teachers to develop the understanding of engineering design process and how to integrate it in science instruction. We also suggest three areas for future research on engineering design in science teacher education: First, extend this study to a large sample of participant secondary pre-service science teachers. Second, investigate the relationship between teachers’ understanding of engineering design integrated science teaching and their instructional practices in science classrooms. Third, examine the extent to which teachers’ understanding of the NGSS practices and engineering design process impact their students’ understanding of science concepts and engineering design process. These studies would provide evidence on whether teachers’ understanding of engineering design is related to their EDIS instruction and students’ achievement in science and engineering design.

**Conclusions**

Our results show that participant pre-service teachers developed an understanding of the NGSS science and engineering practices, the engineering design process, and the scientific inquiry after the intervention. These results suggest that explicit instruction on engineering design process and scientific inquiry through intensive PD activities and EDIS instructional materials development can enhance pre-service science teachers’ understanding of the NGSS practices, as well as their understanding of engineering design, scientific inquiry, and the cyclical and iterative nature of both processes.
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Appendix A - Pre-Post Questionnaire

1. What is engineering?
2. Describe the engineering design process.
3. What is the difference between the scientific inquiry and the engineering design process?
4. What is a design challenge in engineering?
5. What is a design solution in engineering?
6. Explain what the following statements mean in science and engineering.
   - Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
   - Developing and using models
   - Planning and carrying out investigations
   - Analyzing and interpreting data
   - Using mathematics and computational thinking
   - Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)
   - Engaging in argument from evidence
   - Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
Appendix B: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol

1. How do you describe engineering?
2. How do you describe engineering design?
3. Walk me through an engineering design process we discussed in class (Ask them to draw a diagram). [Most important question]
4. Walk me through the scientific inquiry process we discussed in class. (Ask them to draw a diagram). [Most important question]
5. What are the similarities between Engineering Design & Scientific Inquiry?
6. What are the differences between Engineering Design & Scientific Inquiry?
7. How do you describe the following?
   a. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
   b. Developing and using models in engineering design?
   c. Planning and carrying out investigations?
   d. Analyzing and interpreting data?
   e. Using mathematics and computational thinking in engineering design?
   f. Designing engineering solutions?
   g. Engaging in an argument from evidence?
   h. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information in engineering design?
8. Any other information on engineering design you want to share with me?
Investigating an Instructional Model for Integrated STEM in Teacher Education
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Abstract

Active learning experiences that incorporate technology, design, and making combine to form an important and necessary pedagogical approach that supports the 21st century skills of collaboration, communication, creativity, digital literacies, and computational thinking as a problem-solving framework. Active learning experiences in teacher preparation serve as a model for future educators to follow, while building the educators' efficacy to conduct future implementations with their own students. In this study, a multidisciplinary Pop-Up Makerspaces activity was conducted as an active hands-on approach to interdisciplinary STEM education. The intersectionality of English language arts with integrated STEM through design and making included: (a) enriching language and integrated STEM literacy, (b) scaffolding and supporting pre- and inservice educators through well-designed active learning as these opportunities help to develop self-efficacy, and (c) exploring new models and frameworks for transdisciplinarity.
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National and international imperatives to solve complex and pervasive world concerns like disease, energy depletion, and natural disasters have heightened the call to prepare a workforce equipped to find solutions for global and interdisciplinary problems. In the United States, integrated science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education has been identified as an educational priority for the purpose of cultivating a prepared workforce to face these global challenges (NAE & NRC, 2014). Integrated STEM includes multidisciplinary skills, content knowledge, and various approaches to problem solving and critical thinking. To support STEM integration, teacher educators and K-12 faculty have engaged in ongoing efforts to foster integrated STEM literacy in K-12 education (Brophy et al., 2008; Kelley & Knowles, 2016; National Research Council, 2011; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Yore, 2011).

Fostering STEM literacy among students in K-12 education requires that educators are versed in integrated and interconnected STEM-based education pedagogies and approaches (Ring et al., 2017). Yet, Pre-K through 12th grade educators indicate that they lack the knowledge and self-efficacy to plan and implement interdisciplinary STEM activities that would foster STEM literacy and ways of thinking within their classes (Madden et al., 2016). Although in its infancy, professional development training and preservice education in interrelated STEM education has
Proven to correlate to increased confidence and self-efficacy among teachers for incorporating integrated STEM (NAE & NRC, 2014; Cantrell et al., 2003). Calls for interdisciplinary STEM education research (Li et al., 2019) have prompted teacher educators and researchers from diverse disciplines to consider ways to train teachers in integrated STEM (English, 2016).

The goal of this explorative study, which was conducted within the context of an English Language Arts (ELA) teacher education course, was to answer the need for increased research collaborations in STEM education and investigate an instructional model for exploring integrated STEM and disciplinary content knowledge through design and making. Using a mixed-method approach, we attempted to answer the following questions:

- What are preservice and inservice teachers’ perceptions of self-efficacy after completing a multidisciplinary active learning design and making learning experience with an integrated STEM focus?
- What are preservice and inservice teachers’ perceptions of the intersectionalities of English Language Arts and integrated STEM?

**Literature Review**

The term “integrated STEM” encompasses an interdisciplinary approach to the disciplines represented in STEM (e.g. science, engineering, technology, and mathematics) to a multidisciplinary perspective that includes combinations of stand-alone STEM disciplines with another non-STEM discipline (Li, 2014). In other words, disparate disciplines amalgamate towards new understandings. Integrated STEM is further characterized by authentic problem-based learning taught from an active learning approach. The following section provides an overview of integrated STEM in education.

**Integrated STEM Literacy and Training**

According to Zollman (2012), integrated STEM literacy encompasses three levels of understanding: (a) disciplinary content, (b) needs (societal, economic, and personal), and (c) cognitive, affective, and psychomotor learning domains. Further, integrated STEM literacy includes various ways of thinking including but not limited to: (a) design thinking, (b) computational thinking (Wing, 2006), (c) mathematical thinking, (d) critical thinking, and (e) scientific inquiry (Slavit et al., 2019). These three levels of understanding and ways of thinking coalesce to form integrated STEM literacy. While some factors of integrated STEM literacy have been identified, learner outcomes and perceptions related to integrated STEM learning experiences are understudied (English, 2016; NAE & NRC, 2014).

Developing educators’ knowledge and efficacy for conducting integrated STEM learning experiences for PK-12 educators can and should occur through preservice education and professional development and practice. Yet, integrated STEM training in preservice education is limited (Shernoff et al., 2017) and professional development training is often localized. Likewise, teacher education standards to encourage training in integrated STEM are lacking (Rosengrant et al., 2019). The federal priority of the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC, 2018) of building strong foundations for STEM literacy recognizes the need for (a) building computational literacy and (b) engaging students where disciplines converge. The need for partnering with teacher educators to promote computational thinking and to contribute to STEM literacy is prevalent and necessitates that promising practices and lessons learned are investigated and disseminated.
Nadelson and Seifert (2017) asserted that teachers need to have appropriate skills, mindsets, and training to employ integrated STEM in teaching and learning. However, little research exists related to developing and accessing teachers in integrated STEM literacy. Nonetheless, research related to general disciplines can inform the instructional design of integrated STEM preparation. The design of preservice and professional development training for integrated STEM literacy should include: (a) teachers experiencing what their students would experience (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2009), (b) opportunities to explicitly identify multidisciplinary skills and ways of thinking (English, 2016; NAE & NRC, 2014, (c) ascertaining teachers’ beliefs (Zollman, 2012), and (d) developing pedagogical approaches from research knowledge for classroom implementation.

Integrated STEM and Language Arts

Prior integrated STEM and language arts integrations have been studied both at the school and classroom levels. With the contemporary focus on reading informational texts and writing argumentative and explanatory texts demands that literacy be seen as a school-wide endeavor. Research indicates that students who participated in school-wide integrated STEM programs inclusive of all core subjects, including language arts, felt more prepared for college than those who did not attend a school-wide integrated STEM program (Subotnik et al., 2013).

The connections between STEM and literacy and inspired iterations of the STEM acronym like STEAM (with an added A for Arts) and STREAM (with an added R for Reading). At the classroom level, English language arts and integrated STEM classroom studies have supported and enhanced content instruction while developing other STEM skills and thinking. For example, the STEM movement has inspired that teachers of literacy to consider STEM elements like data visualization and quantitative literary analysis as discrete skills that prepare students to communicate and interact with the modern world (Lynch 2015, Alvermann et al., 2019). Cross and colleagues (2013) studied an eighth-grade class of students that developed coding sequences to demonstrate their comprehension of poetry. Outcomes of this study demonstrated that students perceived a greater appreciation for poetry, along with increased technological literacy and an opportunity to practice computational thinking skills. School-wide programs of study benefit not only students but teachers as well, as teachers will support each other in an integrated culture of learning (Lesseig et al., 2016).

Makerspace for Design and Making

Makerspaces foster hands-on opportunities to combine technology and design ideas to explore, develop, and build solutions to fictitious and real-world challenges and problems, while increasing participants’ 21st-century interdisciplinary skills and extending content knowledge. The benefits of these learning experiences include interacting in an interdisciplinary learning space (Hubinka et al., 2013), fostering inclusivity in STEM (Brady et al., 2014; Harvin, 2015), inspiring independence (Barron & Barron, 2016), and increasing motivation (Han et al., 2017). These physical spaces for designing, making, exploring, building, and problem-solving have become a part of the educational landscape and are known as Makerspaces, design labs, fab labs, and other physical spaces. Makerspaces afford a means for learners to use, modify, and create content (Lee et al., 2011).

While these exploratory spaces can provide active and meaningful learning opportunities as a curricular support or learning extension, limitations to incorporating a learning experience in these spaces include limited access to physical locations (if the school has one dedicated space), the cost of developing a space, allocating time to use the space, the purchase of high-tech tools, and limited implementation knowledge. As a result, schools and classrooms with limited resources may not
have the means to include these valued learning experiences. One solution to limited resources includes employing *Pop-Up Makerspaces*.

*Pop-Up Makerspaces* are flexible and overcome typical classroom constraints such as space, time, and resources. As a result, more teachers can incorporate design and making activities that can improve students’ interdisciplinary skills and increase student accessibility (Campbell & Heller, 2019). In commerce, small pop-up shops appear for a short time to provide access to products. Like a pop-up shop, mobile design Makerspaces appear in a classroom for a limited time and aim to extend curriculum, to practice and develop curricular related ideas, and to foster interdisciplinary connections. These spaces do not include high-tech tools but do include simulated challenges and recyclable and or low-cost materials. The mobile *Pop-Up Makerspaces* discussed in this study, provide a model for preservice and inservice educators to consider in their own teaching.

**Incorporating Computational Thinking**

Computational thinking, a concept derived from the field of computer science, provides a framework for “solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behavior” (Wing, 2006, p. 33). Components of computational thinking include pattern recognition, decomposition, abstraction, and algorithmic design. While evidence of explicit instruction of computational thinking as a framework for problem-solving may not be realized, educators would benefit from developing their own efficacy in computational thinking in order to foster students’ computational thinking (Jaipal-Jamani & Angeli, 2017; Yadav, et al., 2014).

**Purpose and Research Questions**

The framework for STEM teaching and learning considered in this study was grounded in Merrill’s (2009) definition that STEM teaching includes (a) authentic content and problems, and (b) using hands-on, technological tools, equipment, and procedures to solve human problems. To learn more about multidisciplinary integrated STEM in teacher education, the following exploratory study was conducted to investigate an active integrated STEM design and making learning experience with secondary language arts preservice and inservice teachers. Objectives of the study included: (a) demonstrating a low-cost model of an integrated STEM design and making activity, (b) fostering preservice and inservice teachers’ self-efficacy towards integrated STEM literacy, (c) introducing integrated STEM pedagogical knowledge for transferability, and (d) promoting computational thinking awareness. Therefore, the following study investigated an activity to build integrated STEM literacy in preservice and inservice education.

The following research questions guided this study:

- What are preservice and inservice teachers’ perceptions of self-efficacy after completing a multidisciplinary active learning design and making learning experience with an integrated STEM focus?
- What are preservice and inservice teachers’ perceptions of the intersectionalities of English Language Arts and integrated STEM?

**Methods**

A mixed method study was conducted to investigate STEM-based *Pop-Up Makerspace* in a literacy-based context. Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected simultaneously and
then combined to compare the perspectives of the participants. Both types of data were weighed equally.

**Participants**

The study took place within the context of an English Language Arts education course taught by one of the researchers. The course enrolled a hybrid population of both undergraduate and graduate students, for a total of 22 participants (fourteen women and eight men ranging from 21-40 years old). The undergraduate students (n=15) enrolled in the course were secondary English Language Arts education majors and preservice teachers enrolled in required concurrent practicum experience in English language arts. The graduate students (n=7) were inservice educators teaching in English language arts public school classrooms taking the class for teacher certification, recertification, or to earn a graduate degree. The content of the course centered around methods of teaching English Language Arts, with a particular focus on teaching Young Adult (YA) Literature. During each class, students were expected to come prepared by having read a common YA text (e.g., *The Hate You Give*, *The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian*, and *The Lord of the Flies*) and discuss pedagogical implications and practical approaches for teaching the focus text.

To set the stage for this study, two researchers from different disciplines (English language arts education and learning sciences, respectively) conceptualized a *Pop-Up Makerspace* seminar with an integrated STEM focus based on one of the course novels, *Lord of the Flies*. Researchers developed problem-based learning activities that incorporated themes from the YA text with STEM integrated tasks like interacting with informational texts and researching and cataloging using digital technologies. Participants arrived for the class session and were seated in groups of four and five peers. Researchers presented the participants with five problem-based activities related to the main themes and symbols of the Lord of the Flies. These activities included: Shelter Building, Digital Sketchnoting, Flag Design, Raft Building, and developing a Museum Artifact Box.

**Data Sources**

**Pre and Post Surveys.** All participants took an entrance survey to ascertain what the teachers knew about computational thinking, the participants’ level of confidence for teaching disciplinary science, and their level of confidence for teaching STEM-integrated concepts. A Likert-type scale of 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest) was utilized. At the end of the learning experience, participants completed a post survey. The exit survey asked which activities from the design and making learning experience they enjoyed the most and why, and to rate the overall experience on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being “I had a terrible time” to 5 being “I had the time of my life”). Further, the exit survey asked the participants to identify factors of computational thinking and to identify the disciplinary context of each activity within the design and making learning experience.

**Lord of the Flies STEM Activities.** In a full class discussion led by researchers, participants reviewed and reflected on aspects of the novel that were important to its themes and discussed how these themes translated into modern day culture. They reviewed definitions for computational thinking and considered how it may be evidenced in a non-computer science setting. Reusable shopping bags full of supplies were placed on five different tables around the room. Groups seated at the table were instructed to find the problem-based learning challenge card inside the bag and use their supplies to solve the problem indicated on the challenge card. In cases where the challenge required access to an online program, participants either used a class-provided device or personal mobile device like a smartphone, tablet, or laptop. Each challenge took approximately...
20-25 minutes to complete and was based on some aspect of the novel Lord of the Flies, inviting students to make inferences about what they read while employing computational thinking and design principles, in addition to STEM-integrated elements. Further, the activities and challenges in these integrated STEM-infused literacy themed Makerspaces were designed to encourage communication and collaboration while incorporating aspects of computational thinking for problem-solving. General supplies provided to the participants in the bag included paper, scissors, tape, glue, recycled cardboard, containers, markers, crayons, pens, and pencils. Some of the bags included more specialized items like fabric scraps, popsicle sticks, straws, pipe cleaners, duct tape, string or yarn, a glue gun and glue sticks, or decorative material. Most of the materials for the activities were leftovers recycled from other projects. Items like popsicle sticks and straws were purchased at a dollar store. After each activity, students completed activity reflections where they answered open-ended questions including: (a) What would you like to tell us that we did not ask?; and (b) Please indicate other ways that you could incorporate an activity like the one you participated in today.

**Other Data Sources.** The University systematically collects students’ perceptions of instruction at the end of each semester. Students are able to provide comments related to instruction on that survey. At the end of the semester, some participants provided voluntary comments on their university overall course evaluations about the Makerspace enrichment learning experience. These comments were unsolicited and anonymous and were provided to the researchers eight weeks after the course was concluded. All comments related to the Makerspace learning experience included on the students’ perceptions of instruction were included for analysis.

**Shelter Building.** The shelter building activity tasked the participants to role play that they were stranded on the island that appears in the Lord of the Flies novel. They were directed to use the recycled materials to build a shelter no taller than one foot that would withstand the known elements of destruction found on the island depicted in the Lord of the Flies novel. They were challenged to encounter and use STEM principles to problem solve constraints like size, materials, and building strength. They were provided digital images of several types of shelter such as a tent, yurt, log cabin, and a camper. During this activity, participants incorporated digital technologies as a documentation tool to take pictures with their smartphones and posted them to a class digital media curation website to document the building process. Further, they solicited feedback through social media outlets from their friends who may have not been at their table but were in the classroom working on another activity. It was anticipated that the problem-solving strategies evidenced through this activity would include decomposition, algorithmic design, and abstraction. Other activities included (a) raise your flag, (b) build a raft, (c) museum artifact box, (d) digital sketch noting, and (e) online corkboard. See Table 1 below for descriptions:

**Research Design and Data Analysis**

The purpose of this mixed-method, convergent research study was to explore participants’ perceptions after engaging in an active learning, literacy-focused, technology-infused Pop-Up Makerspace learning experience. The learning experience was designed to contribute to preservice and inservice educators’ efficacy for integrating STEM ways of thinking in literacy. Both quantitative (closed questions) and qualitative data (open-ended questions) were gathered to provide a greater understanding of the participants’ perceptions for future research and to inform present and future transdisciplinary frameworks for design and making activities. Data were collected through surveys, activity reflections, and end of course feedback.

Table 1
### Activities with Integrated STEM Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Integrated STEM Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raise Your Flag</td>
<td>For the flag activity, the participants worked in teams and created a flag that represented each member of the team in some way.</td>
<td>The factor of computational thinking for problem-solving expected to be employed during this activity was pattern recognition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build a Raft</td>
<td>Participants were challenged to build a raft with only ten popsicle sticks.</td>
<td>The task required participants to employ algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition to effectively persist towards the solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum Artifact Box</td>
<td>Participants were challenged to create and annotate a museum-type artifact box include four compartments, display symbols (artifacts) that represented important details from the story.</td>
<td>Each of the artifacts were contained in a box with a lid. The participants were challenged to incorporate Math and Engineering skills in building their box to have equal partitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Sketchnoting</td>
<td>Sketchnoting is a method for taking notes and heavily augmenting the notes through visuals to improve retention (Mayer, 2008). Using online whiteboards and mobile digital devices the participants created sketchnotes portraying aspects of living on the island.</td>
<td>In this ELA activity, participants documented their perceptions of island living by employing digital devices and conceptual visualization techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Corkboard</td>
<td>The virtual corkboard served as a digital repository of the activities for both the researchers and the participants. The ease of use and the accessibility of the digital tool supported reflections as the participants only needed a link and not an account to contribute.</td>
<td>The online corkboard activity allowed participants to utilize various technologies that are helpful as an integrated STEM planning tool.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative data obtained from Likert-type questions were averaged based on single constructs. The qualitative data obtained from the open-ended responses to the survey, activity reflections, and end of course surveys were analyzed through content analysis. To determine the initial coding schema for the content analysis, outcomes from prior integrated STEM literature were considered through a constant comparison coding method (Glaser & Strauss, 1999). The coders read through a sample of three participants’ comments and classified each response according to the predetermined categories. The coders met and discussed the resulting bracketing and determined there were three overarching themes. Themes included: (a) affective/social connections, (b) perceptions of experience, and (c) cognitive association. The coders then coded all of the responses. If there was a difference in coding, the coders discussed the difference for consensus.
Results

To provide context about the participants’ disciplinary knowledge, participants were asked about their confidence level for teaching disciplinary content and their knowledge of computational thinking. The participants’ confidence levels were the strongest for language arts and minimal for other STEM subjects (see Table 2).

Table 2  
Students’ Confidence Levels for Teaching or Integrating Ways of Thinking from Other Disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average (1-7 Likert Scale)</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Arts</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Confidence levels for Language Arts were not broken down by gender as they were similar.

Next when asked to define the term computational thinking, only two participants, one male and one female, representing approximately 13% of the sample, indicated that they understood the term computational thinking. Both participants connected their understanding of the definition to computer coding and Hour of Code, as they had participated earlier in the school year at an Hour of Code coding awareness event. The results of the study are presented in the order of the research questions. First, the quantitative results are presented followed by the qualitative evidence.

Research Question One

What were the participants’ ratings of the activities and self-efficacy perceptions after completing a multidisciplinary active learning design and making learning experience? To determine the preservice and inservice teachers’ perceptions after completing an active learning, literacy-focused, technology-infused Makerspace, the teachers were surveyed. Questions included both Likert-type questions and open-ended questions. The descriptive results for the question: "Rate your experience today from 1 to 5 (1 being “I had a terrible time” to 5 being “I had the time of my life.”)" are provided. Sixteen responses were recorded with a mean score of 4.19, the mode was 4 and the range was 3-5. In general, all written comments about the Pop-Up Makerspaces experience were positive. Words used to describe their interactions included: fun, motivating, interactive, and promoted creativity. However, there was recognition that some participants were challenged by the activities. For instance, one preservice educator claimed, “some activities were infuriating to accomplish, but it was still fun.” Another said, “I was so stuck on one task, but I finally got it. If it had not been for my classmates, I would have never finished.”

Open-ended comments were coded utilizing the following themes: affective/social connections, cognitive associations, and perceptions of experience (see Table 3). Affective connections included the feelings felt or expressed and social connections included statements that indicated collaboration or isolation. Cognitive associations were “ah ha” moments, evidence of ideas that were crystallized, and beliefs that were confirmed or rejected. Perceptions of personal experience included statements that were indicative of the participants’ experiences of the activities. The English language arts participants favored the urban planning/shelter building
activity. In this activity, the participants solved the challenge by making shelters for themselves that would survive weather challenges found on an island.

Table 3
Participant Response to the Learning Experiences by Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>“the shelter...allowed me to work together and be creative”</td>
<td>affective/social connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“…the urban planning activity included collaboration we were able to create an amazing space that could actually be lived in,”</td>
<td>affective/social connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>“We loved the urban planning activity the most because of the collaboration. We had fun with it.”</td>
<td>affective/social connections, perceptions of experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>“We absolutely loved the urban planning activity as we used it to collaborate and work together to create a strong and effective house that was also glamorous.”</td>
<td>affective/social connections, perceptions of experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>“Doing the difficult task of building a raft got me in the mindset of how it feels to be a frustrated student, how persistence pays off and how will I encourage a student who gets frustrated and wants to just give up,”</td>
<td>affective connections, cognitive association</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: affective coding (italics), social connections (bold), perceptions of experiences (underline), cognitive association (bold, italics, and underline)

Participants’ self-efficacy related to conducting and designing an activity like this on their own were ascertained by the participants indicating their confidence level for integrating English/Language Arts with other subject areas as a teacher and a course designer (see Table 4).

In general, the participants indicated that they were less confident to design these types of experiences and more confident to be the instructor in a pre-designed hands-on integrated learning experience. Further, non-STEM subjects were more favored for integrated learning experiences over integrated STEM and individual STEM subjects.

Research Question Two
First, the participants were asked to what degree they believed that they could identify the interdisciplinary aspects of the activities. On a five-point scale the average response was a 4.89 meaning that the participants were overwhelmingly confident that they could identify multiple learning objectives. Next, the participants were asked to identify what disciplinary content was evident in each challenge activity. In the top half of the table, participants indicated the disciplines that they perceived were necessary to complete the Lord of the Flies interdisciplinary challenges.
In the bottom half of the table, participants’ average responses were tabulated by percent. More than one discipline could be selected by participants (see Table 5).

Table 4
Instructor Confidence for Integrating STEM and English/Language Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Confidence to be the instructor</th>
<th>Confidence to design these types of experiences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELA and Art (all types)</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA and Social Science</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA and STEM</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA and Science*</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA and Technology*</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA and Engineering</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA and mathematics*</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Science, mathematics, and Technology content were interpreted based on the participants’ own determination (e.g. Biology, Physics, and Chemistry). Not everyone considered each subject collectively or holistically but rather based their understanding on one aspect of the subject (e.g. Algebra I or Computer Application).

Table 5
Participants’ Perceptions of Multidisciplinary Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage*</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Integrated STEM</th>
<th>Language Arts</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flag</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raft</td>
<td></td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td></td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketchnoting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter</td>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact Box</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>Origami</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note * The percentage of the respondents who indicated that discipline was needed to solve the problem-based challenges.

Next, the participants were asked to identify what factors of computational thinking were employed in the activities. While most did not indicate they knew what computational thinking was prior to the learning experience, they were able to recognize aspects of computational thinking in their problem-solving approach when provided a list of the factors (see Table 6). The activity
that most participants indicated included all factors of computational thinking was the shelter building activity. In the case of the flag project, 94% of the participants recognized that pattern recognition was involved to complete the project activity.

Table 6
Participants’ Identification of Factors of Computational Thinking by Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Pattern Recognition</th>
<th>Decomposition</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
<th>Algorithmic Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flag</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raft</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketchnoting</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter Building</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact Box</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Participants could choose more than one factor for each activity.

For research question two, participants’ written responses were analyzed. All of the inservice and most of the preservice participants recognized the versatility of Pop-Up Makerspaces to explore multiple content objectives, to promote 21st century skills, and to enrich traditional literacy instruction. Further, they identified the potential for Pop-Up Makerspaces to inspire and motivate learners to explore content in a new way. The same three themes from research question one were considered: affective/social connections, cognitive associations, and perceptions of experience (see Table 7).

In the final course evaluation, one teacher education student noted “learning in language arts is not all about reading and writing, as we traditionally think about them. We can offer our students VARIETY and CHOICES!” Another inservice teacher educator felt like the Pop-Up Makerspace activity afforded seamless integration of digital as well as physical tools in an ELA environment. One preservice teacher summed up their impressions of the course experience by stating, “the most memorable part that will stay within the recesses of my mind will be the makerspace lesson. I know a lot of students would like the hands-on approach, just as many would not appreciate this. It’s interesting how the centers[activities] involved some sort of literacy and STEM, but even though they were hands-on, literacy did get lost.”
Table 7
Perceptions related to the integrated of English Language Arts, Technology, and an Integrated Makerspaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity Reflection</td>
<td>“Awesome experience! I was struggling with ways to incorporate Makerspaces in an ELA classroom with technology.”</td>
<td>cognitive association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>perceptions of experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Reflection</td>
<td>“I enjoyed making. More than that, I enjoyed the connections that were drawn from the projects to the text to technology,”</td>
<td>cognitive association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>perceptions of experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Evaluations</td>
<td>“I valued looking at literacy through a different lens. The Makerspace was my favorite activity. I even discussed the concept of this with other teachers I know. We are going to try do one in the Fall.”</td>
<td>cognitive association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>affective/social connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>“Makerspace allowed text to translate into new ways, especially engineering.”</td>
<td>cognitive association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>“It works.”</td>
<td>cognitive association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Makerspaces can be incorporated into ELA curriculum.”</td>
<td>affective connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It was possible to actually do this in ELA not just STEM!!! So excited now!”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: affective coding (italics), social connections (bold), perceptions of experiences (underline), cognitive association (bold, italics, and underline)

Discussion

A multidisciplinary, problem-based, hands-on active learning activity to promote integrated-STEM literacy was conducted in a secondary English language arts course with preservice and inservice teachers. The objective of the study was to model to the current and future educators’ ways to incorporate making and design educational experiences by utilizing a hands-on design-based approach that was multidisciplinary and multifaceted. Integrative STEM literacy was introduced and practiced. The purpose of the research was to determine the participants’ perceptions of (a) the activities, (b) their ability to identify the multidisciplinary aspects of the experience, and (c) their self-efficacy to replicate the experience. Data were collected through a pre and post survey, observation, and reflection comments that included both qualitative and descriptive quantitative data.

All participants explored their perceptions of the Makerspace activity in relation to themselves and their teaching practices. They indicated that the experience itself was positive, and the activity promoted interdisciplinary learning objectives and pedagogical skills. Similarly, Stevenson and his colleagues (2019) noted that teachers increased confidence to conduct a Makerspace while building their capacity for technology and STEM-integrated ways of thinking. Complementary to
Sheffield and colleagues (2017), learners in this study practiced 21st century skills like collaboration, communication, critical thinking, and creativity while building computational thinking skills through a Makerspace.

Educators reported greater self-efficacy in facilitating an integrated STEM activity when they were included in the design process of the curricula. They attributed low levels of self-efficacy in STEM instruction to the following factors: (a) the time, creativity, energy, and collaboration with others that designing a multidisciplinary activity entails; and (b) the previous expectations of their role as merely facilitators of STEM activities without much input on the design of those activities. Research has indicated that there are improvements in the implementation of learning activities when educators re-design or co-design those learning experiences (Cviko, McKenney, & Voogt, 2014). In addition, educators who demonstrate greater self-efficacy are more confident in both facilitating and designing instruction, especially when prior knowledge and experience is activated (Holzberger et al., 2013).

A longitudinal analysis. Journal of Educational Psychology, 105(3), 774. The participants’ recognition of computational thinking increased after the intervention. In part, this was attributed to the introduction to computational thinking before the design and making mention of computational thinking during the instructions. Moreover, the facilitators engaged in explicit conversation with the participants about computational thinking. Explaining the importance of computational thinking as a component of integrated STEM literacy heightened the preservice and inservice teachers’ understanding which can lead to increased transferability to other contexts. Similarly, Soules et al. (2014) encouraged that more time should be spent explaining connections to improve instructional benefits.

Participants identified the disciplinary components that comprised the multidisciplinary problem-based challenges. By identifying the activity purposes, multidisciplinary awareness and explicit curricular connections occurred. The importance of this reflective activity may contribute to the degree teachers employ integrated STEM as knowledge of explicit connections are a key indicator of integration (Dare et al., 2018). The participants’ responses indicated that the learners made positive affective/social and new cognitive connections related to conducting future multidisciplinary integrated STEM activities.

The perceptions of integrated English Language Arts and STEM through design and making included: (a) enriching language and integrated STEM literacy, (b) scaffolding and supporting pre- and inservice educators through well-designed active learning as these opportunities help to develop self-efficacy, and (c) exploring new models and frameworks for transdisciplinarity. For these reasons, continued efforts should be made to increase integrated STEM and non-STEM literacy-based design and making experiences in teacher education.

Implications for teacher educators to build capacity for integrated STEM literacy includes: (a) developing active learning multidisciplinary activities and practicing the activities with teacher educators, (b) designing implementation plans with teachers specific to their classroom situation, and (c) explicitly identifying connections and ways of thinking. Limitations of this exploratory mixed-methods study included: (a) the instrument used to collect the pre and post data, (b) varying understandings of the constructs being measured, and (c) the size of the sample. The instrument was not vetted for construct and content validity. The constructs did not have robust descriptors for the participants to have shared meaning. The instrument was used solely for the context of this study. While the study focused on the teachers and one Language Arts novel as the context, in
future studies, institutional factors such as resources to support the teachers, time for development, and school culture need to be addressed to ensure better cohesion to integrating STEM in multidisciplinary contexts (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2009). Likewise, other novels that focus on STEM based problems could be considered in future replications of this study.

Conclusion

In this study, a multidisciplinary Pop-Up Makerspaces activity was conducted as an active hands-on approach to interdisciplinary STEM education. The potential of these hands-on active learning experiences included: (a) extending and supporting disciplinary content, (b) making interdisciplinary connections, (c) increasing the appropriate use of digital technologies, and (d) integrating multiple integrated STEM objectives beyond English language arts. Further, preservice and inservice educators benefit from these hands-on design experiences to build their own pedagogical knowledge and efficacy of how to increase design and making experiences and access. As preservice and inservice teachers observe making and design as a pedagogical affordance, they are more apt to include these needed learning experiences with their own participants.
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